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raculous faculties of our subcon
sciousness. But to return to that
which we have said, has it not been
remarked that after the great bat
tles of - the Empire that births
HON. THOMAS MOTT OSBORN
multiplied in an extraordinary
At
fashion, as tho the lives brusquely
CHAPTER III
KENNEBUNK
but down in their flower were not ,
THE FLAME IMMORTAL
really dead and had hastened to |
reappear among us to the end that KENNEBUNK TO THE FRONT
It has been said that the story
they might accomplish their ca
of a millionaire is always worth
(Editor’s Note—All of our translations from this man with vision reer. If we could follow with our
Here you have it—tS personi while—the thrilling part is usually
large and imagination limitless are from matter written during the eyes that which passes in the ideal
great War-Dogs of England—our
the magnitude of the wealth ex
CANTO II
World-War, and are, of coursé heavy with the atmosphere of this world which dominates us every fication of living faith, Vision and ploited. This is not true of
convoy. Every man Jack of us
workmanship.
There
may
be
other
drew a long breath of relièf—we
conflagration ; but Maeterlinck’s work always offers a profound and where, we would ascertain with
Thomas
Mott
Osborn
’
s'story
for
out doubt that the . same moral towns in Maine that will at last Mr. Qshorn has personality plu^
On the way toward the East; and were now safe—we thought.
psychological interest—in addition to the comfort and faith and the forces
which seen to have been lost make visible their belief ; but Ken
That is just another one of the
charih of his art. In faut, except in-the writings of Dante, the litera op the field of carnage are in action nebunk was prompt, ready, reach and that is of more worth than any there, wbre forty of us birdmen in
the squad. We left St. Louis« on mistakes one makes warring with
ture of all time affords few such opportunities to look into the mind there. They know where to go, ing the climax of her Abounding pyramid of gbld that ever disturb time—then Indianapolis and im the Hun; and we were far from
ed the dreams of men.
and heart of a truly great writer. Here again we place as head piece they know their goal and they do good wishes for the Salvation
How greatly our enjoyment of a mediately thereafter came to a halt safe. There was a hail from the
Army
the
first
day
—
going
“
over
not
hestitate
at
all.
That
which
one of our poems of the “Yesterdays;” It will be noted how divergent
brilliant,
honest man is 'at Camp Benjamin Harrison to look-out—à sort of a “There she
our admirable dead abandoned, the top” with fortune at her wheel. enhahced cultured,
the thoughts.) 5
by
the
possession
of his give the boys there, it seemed, a blows!” And away over on the
they ®ave us for legacy; and when To quote the words of Dr. Merri* likeness and by some knowledge
l chance to come out to cheer us on. horizon line something uncanny
they died for us, it was not meta man, Chairman of the Committee personality. When our brother of
Cleveland and Buffalo, Pittsburg rose out of thé depths. And I had
is
phorically and indirectly, but very jn charge, “All seemed to be ready, worth the while, we crave some and Philadelphia, and by this time my first glimpse of a U-Boat—the
THE END OF ALL
really and in a direct why that they waiting for us—money in hand; it
we had settled-the question—“we War-Shark the- Germans.
left us their lives. All men who was nota case of promises, pledges, thing concrete upon which to cen were going straight thru to Brest.”
tre
our
admiration,
our
gratitude,
*A moment, then the boom' of a
succumb in an act' of glory emit 'a proc r astination—just; a ‘Do-itWandering along a waste where once a city rose, \
But Phila was different again. freighters’ guns ; and a freighter
our affectiqn. And Lieut. Com?
now!’” -,
virtue
which
redescends
upon
us;
I saw a ruined, tomb, and in that tomb an urn—
Can you be&t it? The whole mander Osborn claims all of these There came the order to “Fall in !” [ there ahead of us seemed to stagger
and ip violence of a premature end,
we Fell Out of the train, bag and stop in mid career. It was
A sacred funeral urn of ancient make and turn,
nothing strays and nothing evapor Union'dias been fine, patriotic and and something more. Therefore And
Without a name dr date ! “Whose dust is this ? Who knowsT’ ates.' It gives us in a great and in patient in giving to support the we are going, briefly, to try and and baggage—every man with his just dawn. And when we reached
own particular bundle on his own the spot whère the ship went down
a single stroke that which it would war, to help do the killing.- Now sketch a picture of the strong and particular
I ask, “In this forgotten urn whose ashes cold?—
back: “Where were we hepcrew had been gathered out of
have accorded to us. in a long life it is wonderful to find that God noble figure—refined, intelligent, going now?
And where this waste now'lies what city stood of old,”
” Someone said “We the seq by the English Destroyers
still lives in the hearts of His peo self-contained, thoughtful, but bub
of
duty
apd
of
lovei
“It was, it is no more!” ¿So time’s vague answer goes—
are on the way to it.” And there of our convoy. But the water
Deatlr does not impair life; it ple—and that Kennebunk is the bling, with the< joy of living his was
the whole of our information hhëad did not look so secure to me'
Gone like the wind that blew a thousand years ago!
can do nothing against it. The forem’ost town to say “God is good ; kind of a life.
after that.
So', when the ladies of the W. C. for two weeks.
Its melancholly end will be the end of all;
total of this remains always the and His servant is thé Salvation
T. U. had Mr. Osborn as their guest
Se we marched away to League
For three days more lye sailed
For down, the same .sad slope the universe moves slow— same; That which it takes away Army.’’
evening on Island, were’messed and bunked— down a sort of a moving hedge of
'-'■***?
UVYVlJl
V#X
UXXO ¡3
U1 “* and the speaker of the
'
One
could
dwell
long
on
the
surfrom
this
which
falls
passes
to
‘
Our ruined world, some day, its sole memorial!
not have en- looking lapk oyer tho experience I; War Ships,—for all the world like
those who are left standing. ' If the prises- of these years—these awful iMay 16th’the^
And barth’s fair, shows and all her grandeur then,
number of the lamps diminish, the times of carnage and destruction, I tertained an angel unawares—but think I may,;safely say, “We were' going along a country lané withA solitary urn, full of the dust of men.
height of the flame increases. but none of them are more mar- 'they certainiy did introduce to ‘Bunked’ every day ^pr the follow a stone wall keeping step with you. '
Death gains nothing so long as velous than the commonjnan’s rec-'' their friends in Kennebunk a per- ing two weeks.” In any events, But nothing happened until we
there is any life left. The morfe it qgr ition and unfolding oi the spiri- 1Jsonality as interesting as one of we stayed at League Island for a reached Liverpool. The land never
whose “yisits,” are said to fortnight—and passing the buck, looked so goodxto me.
'
<“When we seethe frightful loss of the turning back of progress and ravages, the more it augment? the tual impressions—called emotional 'those
and bandying ihe blink njas the ; “All ashore that’s going ashore !”
of so many young lives, when wé Sg these dilapidations without intensity of that which it cannot tendencies of the human heart. be, “few and far between,”
If we shqujd.recognize the some;; limit of our active duty. Before Was the jery here. And we could
see so much physical and moral precedent. But all of us agree, it attain ; the more it pursues its de For many, many years the Salva
force, so much of intellectual and is '"good to sieze upon them again lusive victories, the better it prOves- tion Army has labored—and ifr had thing that has shaped the life of ,we departed from; “Sleepy, Town” not get off too quick. I have, since
magnificent promise pitilessly and rebuild them. There is no to us that humanity will vanquish no publicity man. And for all this man showed itself in all his 'some of the fellows thought the wondered why the rats did not fol
those years the thoughtful-r-the in ; mental and emotional habits, we war would be over and the rest of low us. '
struck dov^n in their first flight, wé loss irreparable. Everything is at the end.
tellectual and the every day man would, probably, call it “intensity?’ the troops back home again before
are nearly driven to despair. Never transformed, nothing cap perish
Only five* hours in Liverpoolwere such splendid energies, such and that which appears to be hurl A MISCELLANEOUS SHOWER have noted the quiet hours of work He apnliqa himself more unreserv we should see the sea.
then on train for somewhere in
As . per schedule made up by England! which turned out to. be
for human betterment—the ¿only edly than other men to his work—
splendid hopes so hurled, pelmel, ed into nothingness cannot be an
FOR A BRIDE TO BE
religion of this day; and now the he, thinks harder—he feels more some of all that go. down to the. Killingholme obi thé Humber, a
one after another and without nihilated. Our moral world like
ceasjñg, intp a nothingness from oui physical World iS ah intímense
On Tuesday evening, May 20th, whole world will stand up and keenly; and this is why his; ships that make the bridge, to .short mile from the North Sea.
which no reply comes ever more. spheré but hermetically sealed so Mrs. Samuel Cousens invited Mrs. shout its head off “Sallie”—but, thoughts and his words about his France, we visited all the theatres Here we went into barracks; and
Never has humanity, since- it exist that nothing can leave it, from Agnes Webb, mother of Miss Agnes better than the shouting, all class work—“Prison Reform,” effect his ¡especially the movies; autoed here I was. at the headquarters of
jso. s,harply—th^t, and ber about town ; did pot go to Church; .“Our Flyers” for the term of the
g
ed, made a like expenditure of her which nothing can fall tq dissolve Webb, and the latters sister, Miss' es and condit^n of men will foot fearers
treasures, of her substance and of in space. Everything that exists, Eulalie Webb, to dine at the home the mH—the expense bill for “Dear cause he has the actual experience and had the time wh ich everybody war.
of _ his work always with him— away from home has—in the air
everything made on this earth re of Mrs. Cousens on Grove Street Old Sallie.”
>
her future.
Olar camp ?and hangars were on
' For more than a year now on mains there and bears its fruits The ladies attended—just to dine? There was vei^ clear method in there is nothing hear-say about it. or on the earth, and calls “good”— the banks of this stream and it was
Mr. Qsborn spoke to the; good but which, when all is said, means from the bosom of it that wé made
every field of battle, we have seen there; and the worst dilapidations
put there was a lot more under the efforts of the Kennebunk drive.
that the bravest, the mopt sincere, areprily material' and spiritual thé ròsOA-camouflaged in this din A committee composed of the elite people of Kennebunk on “Prison just tired of the place and anxious our start whenever * wev launched
the most ardent, the most devoted rickes, an instant projected^ which ner engagement. The house was I of the town was gotten together— Reform”-that is always his theme; to move on.
into the air. • t
Dr. A. C. Merriman, Chairman, ’ and there is "no place for laxne&s
At the er d of two weeks the or
necessarily, are' the first to die; fall once more under an other form. filled with mysteries—for short,
I wonder if my -reader» would
that the less courageous, the more There is Ho'exit, there is no flight, other unknown guests hidden Lieut. Gqo. T. Ward, Acting and oy lukewarmness in one word of it. der to pack up did comej and we like to know just how our boat—
Ensign Robert L. Cram. Acting. How could there be? Thomas were the happy fliers when we en
feeble, the sick the undesirable— there is no hole,, there is no dodg away somewhere.
Then the town of Kennebunk was Mott Osborn spent a term in Au- trained for Knickerbocker town. I for that is what it was—a- boat
in a word, alone have some chance ing, there is no waste and no for
And, after the -dinner—or is it
fitted up with wings was equipped.
to escape the carnage which works getting. All this heroism, preval supper?—someone > discovered a set off in districts and here follows ; bprn Prison to get the facts—and had never been to New York and Yés ? Wéllj up there was a regular
out a sort of mònstqrous reverse ent everywhere, does not quit our basket on th® front steps—there the men and the work—and the , he not only records his siiw?er-self .had promised myself that I was boat hitched to a. pair of wings.
'
also the inside fof the awful going to s,ed all of it, if we marched
selection that seems to inethodi- globe ; and if our warriors seem so might have been anything in this climax. What is the use of trying 'but
This-boat was equipped with a Ra
thing men used to discipline his thru. Well, I didn’t do it.^. Re dio
cally seek thè ruin of the species. général and so mighty, it is because Pandora’s package ; but there was tb^ better it.
Set--wireless; téléphoné set; in
And we ask ourselves with inquie all the might of the dead has pass a large number of beautiful gifts District No. 1. Wentworth $39 501 *)rotlier before Thomas Mott Os- member the song—
in the Empire “I marched right in and I turn- . terphone, sets—these for use in con
tude what will be the state of the ed into thé survivors. All those to the “Here comes the Bride.”
Dist. .. No. 2 Hanscomb - koo born put a stop to it imguji
versation between occupants of the. ed about,
earth after the great ordeal, whát forces of wisdom, of patience, of. Some of all of it—the secrets of Dist.
No. 3 Wormwood 34.60 State of New York. - ,
boqt; four or five‘machine guns;
Will remain of it and what will be honor, of sacrifice, which grow the baskét, follow—China, Cut Dist.
Why
did
Mr.Osborn
come
to
And
I
came
right
out
again?
No, 4 Moulton
67.00
and the emergency rations fdr four
come of a humanity decapitated from day to day; and that we our sflass of many kinds, Linen for the Dist.
Kennebunk,
lecturing
about
a
man
No.
5 Smith
32;25
That was the way I saw New men.. There we had Verysi Lights,
and deprived of all its-greatest and selves! Who are far from danger, tatdé-to-be, and, as one says in the Disti
who
has
forfeited
his
right
to
de

No.
6
Huff
York for the first time. We did; —used in signaling iib boats or
46.07
feel mounting within us without Publicity Sales, many other ar Dist.
its best.
No. 7 Mitchell
117.85 cent air to breathe, to sanitary not get far enough away from4q,ur ships. It was a rule of the service
knowing
from
whence
they
come,
ticles
too
numerous
to
mention^
—
Dist.
No.
surroundings
and
fair
food
?
Why
8 Hicks
It is certain that the question is they, are naught else but the soul
36.95
train to see the Post Office. r Just that a set of lights, changed in sig
No. 9 Green
o,ne of the most sombre that the I of the héroes which our souls “Just what we * want, for the Dist.
31.25 has he spoken in every state in the got the order, “All aboard!” Piled nal qach day, were to be used in
house!
”
Union,
at
his
own
expense,
—
and
Ño.
Dist,
Galeucia
10
anxiety of mah has ever had to àsk gather and absorb.
into the dingy old coaches—I won. identifying airplanes or other
Beside the ladies first abve men-' Dist.
No. 11 Cecil Clark) 49.40 extended his tour to England and der now where they got all the olfl craft of whose nationality one was
itself. Rere is á material verity ; It is good, at times, to consider
tioned,
there
were
twenty-three
France
for
the
same
purpose?
Why
Dist,
No.
12
Geo. Clark 21.65
wrecks we were carted about in1, not sure. We fired the signal of
before, which we stand disarmed*, things invisible as if we could see
NO. 13 Pitts
and if We~accept.it as it presents them. This is only the applica hidden friends about thè premises Dist.
34.75 doe? he pour forth his wealth, his and were hauled back to Quaker- the day—if we. got'the answer that
p?apd
that
does
not
mean
that
they
strength,
his
happiness,
in
an
end

No.
14
Dist.
itself, we can discover no remedy tion of those great cults which only
Al. Galeucia 27.60
ville once more. ’ ‘
tfie object was one of ours all was
No. 15 F. Littlefield 52.10 less stream to help thé “down and ’This time, however, our stay was well,—otherwise we opéired fire on
for the evil which menaces us. But represented . under appropriate just came and gave and hid and Dist.
flitted;
all
joined
in
happy
gossip,
in
”
to
get
“
up
and
out?
”
Why
Dist.
t
No.
16
È.
Burke
the verity material and tangible is? forms with the morals they con
20.75
very short—the next day saw us on anything in sight that looked like
No. 17 Welch
never anything but ah angle more joined, the latent truths, pro some sweetmeats, and felicitations, Dist.
20.70 does he today give up his magnifi- the way. thru Trehton for “Some it might bè in condition to fight.
cart
home
in
Auburn,
N.
Y.,
and
orlesS salient of- verities greater found, instinctive, universal and cordial and heartfelt for the young, Dist.
No. 18 Nedeau
36.50
AtlanticzPort.’’ ; And, when we arWhen I arrived^ at Killingholme
come down to the hulks in Maine rived in that port, it was New York?
and more profoundly immerged. essential which lead humanity. All lady who is soon to be Mrs. Cooper.
there were no American boats to
to
take
charge
of,
almost,
ruined
On the other hand, the human have s’urmised and recognized this
$704.92
Town once more. Thj^ time we
in; and my first flight in Enghumanity?. Why, during the last were sure to have the opportunity fly
seems to be a force of nature Po high truth among the highest; the
land was made in an English make, i
two decades, have so many eminent' to see things—that is what we | This
necessary afid indestructible that coihmunion of the quick and the
flight then was made at once’
—i- PLUNGING POLES PLUG
men in various walks of life—not f.hniic/hf.
it has always; not only surmounted dead, and have given it diverse
thought. ' TRiii
But -fAr
for f/hö
the manyth fimo
time after TI was settled for bunk
and
only
the
poet;
the
scholar,
the
critic
the most desperate ordeals, but has names which designate the same
SUMMER STREET
again we discovered we were not mess., My companion was an Eng
but the priest, and the rulers of thè running*the war—
known how to take advantage of mysterious certainty ; revertibility
lishman, Captain Patterson, one*of
—been drawn irresistably to
them and come out greater and with the Christians, transmigra And really the little ones—the
Ours not to reason why—
There was a report like a Boche world
the oldest fliers in the English ser
Thomas
Mott
Osborn
’
s
way
of
stronger than it ever was before.
tion or .reincarnation of souls with men and women of the'future, are Bertha on the street in front of
vice. An Englishman in an Eng
Ours not to make reply—
It is. to be, understood that peace the'BudhistSj Shintoism or wor the Kings and Queens of today. the McLellan House early Wednes thinking?
Ours only to get up and fly—— lish-boat—and I saw none of our
. is preferablè to war ; these are two ship of the ancestors among the To watch them at their play is a day morning. Then every car : This question—these questions
But we surely were mulled with own boats until the last bf June
things which it-;is, senseless tq com Japanese, who are more convinc “thing of beauty,” r and that, as we jerked to a standstill as three of answer themselves when you have marching,
training, messing, and following my landing in Great •
all
c
know,
“
is
a
joy
forever.
”
pare. It is tq.be understood that ed than any other people *that the
Britian—¿"larch 22, 1918?
the carrying posts leaned over and met the man, heard his presènt- getting “Nowhere in France.’! ■
“
Wherefore
doth
everyone
laugh
jf this cataclysm let loose by a dead db not, cease to live, direct
crashed across the tracks of the ment of the facts, and know the
| ;S’q my first flight was down the
In
New
York
we
marched
with
them
and
Pie,
and
hope
to
rob
, madness without name had not all our acts, are uplifted by our
Atlantic Shore R. R., and the pas life history of the speaker. Here
Humber, out oyer the sea, at a
Fate of her wheel”—that no harm sengers piled Out of the coaches nsl a mortal possessed of over a straight to thez boat—the; New final'altitude
struck the world, humanity would virtues and becomes gods.
of 5,000 feet—being
York,
by
the
way;
up
the
gang

may
come
to
them.
have without doubt shortly attain ‘One of the surprise s of the
like bees from an overturned hive. millibn dollars—a graduate of Yale way, down to our quarters—all*ar in the air two hours and so back
But
we
started
to
tell
of
the
ed a culminating point of which it future,’ says Lafcadio Hearn, the
Some of the posts were snapped —one-time mayor of the City of ranged before we arrived ; and now, to, the hangars again. The ma
ÍS impossible to foresee the Sur writer who has better studied and young peoples’ party at the Con quite in two and business for the Auburn^—a recognized leader of for sure, we were or the way ; and chine was new to me—an H 16.
gregational
Church
on
Saturday,
prises and the revelations. It is Understood this admirable cult of
day seemed at an end. But the his party in the state of New York we certainly were this time.
Ana, altho it was all the same air,
to be understood, that if the third the ancestors,—‘one of the sur May 17th, in the afternoon. Well, management of-the road surely did —the father of three splendid
Thère
were about one thousand Fort Worth or" Killingholme—the
from
3
to
5,
p.
m.,
there
was
a
young
men
all
of
whom
Were
in
or the fourth of the fabulous sums prises of the future will surely be
get or the job. Autos were rush
on board. Our forty was still same blue above and the like Clouds
expended to exterminate and de the return to beliefs and ideas merry party there. Each little one ed to the break; and men and ma the World-War as volunteers, en men
intact
—hadn’t, seen a flying; boat beneath, the country-side was quite
was
invited
to
invite
a
guest
—
and
listed
men;
and
a
daughter
who
stroy had been consecrated to since long abandoned because we
terials soon replaced the shattered
since
many
a day, and had not had altogether different. Down in
there
were
75
giiests
—
the
inviter
works of peace, all of the iniquities Were persuaded that they did not
posts and broken wires. .So the can, and would spend much of her a chance to loose a man even by Texas the field and the whole surand
the
invitee;
and
they
surely
time
with
the
father
shé
idolizes
—
which empoison the atmosphere contain any Truth—beliefs that We
delay was shortlived—by 10, a. m.,
accident. But we were off—and face of the country was burned
which we breáthe would have been still Call barbarian pagan, medie made the welkin ring in their own the cars were on their way once and yet, and yet, he' gives his life our chance would soon come.
brown with the semi-tropic sun,
merry
way.
Games
and
chatter,
and
the
comforts,
of
it
to
those
who,
magnificantly repaired and the so val, and condemn by simple rou
riiore. And the result: of the break
We sailed out of the harbor of (here it tvas emerald green—a great
cial question. Which is the great tine. From day to day the re chatter and more games made the; might have been seriqus both in often and often, are. too far gone New
York5 at a time before the Al cai^pefr of verdure.
question of lifé or death which jus searches Of science bring us new hours too short “for any use”’but delays and injuries to those who toprqperly respond—at which time; liés were
awake to the fact that the
But we were in touch with war,
tice puts to the future generations proqfs that the sávages, the bar» “we’ll make the most of them.” were passengers when the posts those vexed critics of Mr. Osborn’s ocean
was unsafe everywhere ; and and the heayens were filled with it,
of men, had been once for all and barians, the idolaters, the monk, And, when the end of the day cracked.success stand on their hind-legs wé saw'
no
convoy
until
three
days
too, the earth as far as the eye .
definitively answered in a happi have arrived, by different.routes, brings cream and cake and the rest
This was one of those unavoid and howl.
before we'reached the other , side. could reach, The constant rumble
ness that our sons and qur grand quite as hear certain points of the of it—why it is, almost, “The end able accidents that will happen to
Oh, yes, indeed, those same However, no sea-serpent stuck its and roar of guns—the sharj) bark
sons will not ever know. It is ;to eternal truth as any thinker of this of a perfect day.” “Do come again! even the best regulated trolley Hind-leggers have had Mr, Osborn srfôut above the water at thé U. S.; of our ipachines in _practice,
were
be understood that the disappear century. We also learn that the Such a delightful afternoon! lines. Some part of the machinery indicted for cooked-up jobbing— S. S. New York; and, after the first constantly in the ear—wnigh^§and"
ance of four or five millions of theories of the astrologers and the Isn’t that dress a dream ? And do oaught a wire, and the pull of it put him to the—tha hind-leggers day out and we had fed up on the ! day; How the boys who used to
young lives cut down at the mo alchimiste were only partially and look at those dear little pumps Isis did the rest. We are apt to think hoped—thé humiliation of a trial
up and out everytime the fire
ment when they Were about to ex not totally false. We have even is wearing! I wonder—Good bye— this means of transport is all se at law to defend himself—for, wit- sea and the ship-chow, there was get
jnothipg to do but look for things in signal sourded at home, could so
pand into fruitage,, will leave an reasons to suppose that no dream Good-------- .”
cure—this accident was a demon ness the case of C. M. Fickett, there the air and other things in the sea. soon accustom themselves to lie
—Curtain—
abyss in history that will not be of the world invisible, that no hy
stration of the fact that we, have is always a County Attorney who Until we saw the English men-of- down to “peaceful slumbers” in
easy to fill, as it is understood that pothesis of the present was ever
“another think coming.” It is good will take a chance, Ohçé,'on any
among these dead would be found imagined in which the science of ANNUAL RECEPTION NIGHT —it might be better; as the result thing that promises publicity for war steaming toward us the sea this inferno, is a question I often
ask myself even now. /
.and tfie sky were deserted. .
. ihtelligehcès and genisuses which the future will not rediscover some
Madonna Chapter No. 144, 0. E. here might have been much worse. hjm. But, in Mr., Osborn’s case,
And so we sailed, over the ocean
Just the same, there was a feel
will-nevér return and which carried germ of reality.’
the court directed a-verdict; and blue, for six days and nights—not ing throughout the camp that the
S. will hold tehir annual reception,
with them inventions and discov We’could, to those lines, add Tuesday evening, May 27, 1919, at
thé authorities of the U. S. A. sent even a ,match struck on the deCk at war was to be over soon—the
eries that we perhaps not refind many things; notably all that the Masonic Lodge Rooms. There
That delicious original grape Mr. Osborn to Maine to take night and every light out; and on
for centdries to come.
which metaphysics, the most re will be a reader from Boston, an nut ice cream now being served chaTge of the Federal Prison and the sixth day there loomed out of Boche was on his .last legs. We
It is to be understood that we cent of our sciences, is in a way to excellent orchestra, dancing and at our fountain. Fiske the druggist
Continued on ¿Page Eight
the ocean—or so it seemed the
Continued on page eight
Will never know the consequences discover _on the subject of the mi- refreshments.
on the corner.
Adv.

The Life of Death
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HAPPYÀf KINGS

SALVATION ARMY UNUSUAL LECTURE Above the Clouds With A
DRIVE
Boy from Kennebunk

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

League) to find Maine Markets tor
Maine Products.
Take tn.e matter locally; Aroos-*
One wonders if we do, really, cheat ourselves with this perpetual
took
can, as we have before stated,!
Published at the Office of the
save to the county a million dollars
absurdity of published patriotism. Do the,.butcher and the grocer,
Enterprise Press
or more every year in the question
and the milkman e’en suppose, sir, they fiddle the balance of humanity
II
Kennebunk, Me.
into accepting, at its lip value, this too, too vociferous protestation of mmimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiifuiiiiiuiiimiimiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiuiiiinitiiiii' of Aroostook grown flour. Sup
posing this plan had been adopted ,
love for the “boys” who are being so. ceaselessly Baxter-Streeted into
some ten years ago, there would !
WORLD WIDE EXCHANGES
The
Daily
Eastern
Argus
—
■
_
Subscriptions
bakery, bookery and cookery? Or do they quite imagine such a vain
now be^lO.OOO.OOO deposited in our.
Yearly in advance
$1.00 and foolish thing—as that we will accept this after-the-war-camouflage CHANCE FOR PORTLAND EN banks, more than that at present, | Chicago Evening Post—A statesTERPRISE
to the credit of the farmers, the. nmn is, a politician you agree^with.
Three Months
.25 as the honest coin of their purse ? Is the whole business only business ?
merchants, the professional men jI Washington Star—The headwork
j
for
The
cancellation
of
orders
Single Copies 3 Cents.
Is it just another ambidextrous invention of the Publicity Man to gull
i of the Hohenzollerns availed but
Ships by the Government does not and the laboring men.
little
in
spite
of
the
Motto,
“Fats
anility and German-cooked efficiency?
There are many other commo
mean that no more new Ships are
Advertising Rates
Anyway, there is absolutely nothing new “under the sun,” and needed.
dities.. on which Aroostook could will win the war.”
Card of Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
The Tonnage of the World is make great savings. We could
therefore it is not strange that, in the history of our flag, it has been
Hutchinson Gazette—The Ger
Resolutions, 5c the line, minimum charge $1.00.
exploited in the same way for the self-same purpose—its ever-ready seyeral Millions, in arrears, and raise our own horses; we could man Minister of Finance has sworn
this means that more Ships must raise our own beef, etc., and save a solemn oath never to surender a
Classified Ads Editorial page, ic the line.
punch.
not only.the transportation charges foot of German soil. But we should
be built.
Display Ads rated on Application.
When the war of secession broke .out and the South was busy pullThe Government has simply gone but two or three dealers’ profits be worry—we all know what a Ger
•ing down the flag, old man Job Tinker of Millierville’exhibited naively out of the shipbuilding business, sides. This all adds to the final man oath amounts to.
Enterprise Phone 19
the same strong love for the “ old flag” that Tom, Dick and Harry, and as it will go out of the Railroad cost the consumer must pay.
Nashville Southern Lumberman
Again, we export cream and im —Mr. Hoover says that the loaf
Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown; all the rest that have shop-and-shelf-worn goods to sell,, are hooping !ard Telegraph business which it
port butter. We export honey and
'.conducted as a War Emergency.
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
up at this time. ' So down there in Millerville when the flag was in I On a Peace Basis all kinds of import honey. The saihe holds will be mightier than the sword in
composing Russia. And Russia
E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport.
the hands of the mob, old Uncle Jeb Tinker thus showed the streak of Industry wijl.be restoredto Private true with other eatables and such seems to have more loafers than
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
methods cannot but add to the ex any other country in the world.
his Americanism. He burst into the hurrahing, yelling crowd before Enterprise. ,
Portland built the first Ships of pense and the high cost of living.
W. F. Cousens, Ogunquit,
the empty barrack crying, “Don’t tear down the flag, boys!” Then, his
Greenville (S. C.) Piedmont—
It is time we adopted the slogan
Also, at all York County Summer Hotels during the season.
white head and bent frame trembling with emotion as he reached out the Emergency Fleet- and- added of the State Agricultural and In John Bull will pay a liberal re
50,000 Tons to the new Merchant
gnarly hands for the banner, “Boys, give it to me!” “I fout under the Marine of the United States.
dustrial League and “Organize, ward to anybody who can think of
a reason why self-determination is
Now let us see about it.
flag at New Orleens, and in Georgy, and ’way in Floridy ’mong the
It is now up to Portland Enter Standardize. Advertise and Patro good for ore part of the world and
Simenoles. I love the old flag, boys! Give it to me; don’t tear it down, prise to continue this Activity and nize Maine Products.”
That’s in the main—for Maine, not good for another part.
Do not be disturbed because the Enterprise grows.
boys—give it to your uncle Jeb what’s so often fout under it! It’ll build the Ships that are in such
Auburn Globe-Republican—The
good
dope. Only do not stress
Demand by this and all other Na
make my old woman ji most beyutiful dressing-gown.”
“Maine Products” to the exclusion man that got off that stuff about
tions.
All envy is alien to growth—and growth throws off sparks which
The point is—but we are certain our readers will see it. Suffice it We must show the World that of the United States—always re how womankind is advancing by
repeat and multiply prosperity.
to say, this kind of enterprise has thoroughly demonstrated it useless we no longer need the Backing of member, we are apart of the U. S. great strides had evidently not seen
ness ; and there is something better—something you will not have to be the National Government to con A. Buy anything anywhere in the the new hobble skirts.
duct a local Shipbuilding Industry. U. S. A. where you can get value
TO OUR EXCHANGES
ashamed of, a mile further up the road.
..
Portland can adapt herself to for your exchange or change. Let’s
HE TOOK HER LITERALLY
There is a time and a season for everything, and the managers of Steel
construction as she did to the not have so much of Maine for
Merci.
of good business should and probably will soon find that no popular construction of Wooden Ships.
Maine. Raisq- enough—but don’t
Wifey-Didn’t you hear me ask
Merci bien.
business, no business with a future, will stoop to such a display
There are Contracts to be secur howl at your neighbor who does you for $10?”
Hubby —Yes.
ed,. and Portland must Go After not buy your goods but does buy
Je vous remercie.
of mere human inbacility.
of his other neighbor—in Portland, ' Wifey—Then why do, you give
Them.
Je vous remercie bien.
We love the “old flag,” yes.. But it is notrthe proper line of goods
me only $5 ?
A large Shipbuilding Plant is too say.—“The Enterprise.”
Je vous en remercie beucoup.
to use as a cover for the Grasshoppers’ Dictionary.
Hnbby—Because you told me
rich an Industrial Treasure to let
Old
York
Transcript
—
r-There
are
Which will say—we are not at all flattered—but we do appreciate.
yesterday to believe only half
pass us by.
but
very
few
cottages
left
for
rent
Thanks !
PORTLAND CAPITAL AND
at the Harbor, and all those have of what 1 hear
CONSECUTIVE THINKING
PORTLAND ENERGY. GET BUSY about a dozen applicants to each
“Hallelujah!' Is that just an ad cottage. Everything points to the
TO OUR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
“Why,” says Grangent, in his “The Power of Dante,” “am I here vertisement or one of the new pro- very best of seasons this year.
phesis of King Gab-—the Kaiser If we can get weather like the first
Every mail—postal and sealed envelope—bring us a new name. today, lecturing about a man who died some six hundred years ago?” that promises anything, and per- three
days ©f the week, the people
This is progress which is gratifying. And we assure, both the new And he answers his own question thus : “Learned and wise Dante sure f or m s nothing?—The ENTER will come early, and things will
and old patrons of theEnterprise, that this is only the beginning; these ly was, an indefatigable student, a close and subtle thinker.” Thè PRISE.”
start with a rush.
A few families will be her short
are but the sparks that presently “shall swell into a lusty flame.” Two black face type were placed by us.
The Old Orchard News—
ly, and more will follow. The mid
“A close and subtle thinker.” That was said of a man, and truly
numbers of the Enterprise have marked our good will to serve; this
OUTLOOK SPLENDID
dle of June will see many cottages
number grasps with firmer certainty than the other two. And we said, who has been an intangible shade since, A. D., 1322. That man
Perhaps never in the history of open, and by July 1st everything
safely promise the constant whetting of your intellectual curiosity, had the art of thinking and, the more significant thing, “The check of: Old Orchard were so many cot will be in full swing.
At York Beach the indications
instruction in many things not to be gained in the schools, satisfaction art.” And in him were united two qualities very seldom mated in one tager rented by the first of May as
were rented this season. People are for a mammoth season, and the
of longings which few, if any, newspapers try to understand. A large person—spontanity and disipline.
are coming to the beach from all people there are making plans to
order? Yes. But the long study of a book that never disappoints—
We stress the word disipline because there are so many minds over and they are planning to stay take
care of the biggest season the
KENNEBUNK
the world, helps us genially to help you. And the editor hopes to spilling matter into public prints without either restraint or ad all summer, according to the Real Beach has seen in years.
Estate Agents. One reason given And the same signs for a big
attain and retain, without sparing himself conscientious endeavor, herence to a preconceived plan—The check of art.
your generous aid and scholarly attention. At the same time other
The most difficult task set for any mind is thinking. Words, for the early influx is that the Boys season are to be noted all along the
coming home and families are seashore, at Rye, at Hampton and
writers, to be multiplied as we grow, will take care of the usual news words, words,—they are as facile to many tongues as the pattering of are
being reunited, and after a year at Old Orchard.
of the day with unstinting willingness to make the Enterprise worthy rain uponfhe roof; and they serve a purpose less useful than wetting or more of anxiety and scrimping
Wed. and Thurs.,
Fort Fairfield Review—All the
of your patronage and praise, thanks and good will.
the shingles, if that were possible.- BuYto plot out .and then subordi they are planning to have a jolly
nate detail to total effect in'thought belongs to a-mighty small group summer routing- as a sort of recom Germans, high and low, big and
May 28 and 29
. . .
f...
: ittle, young and old, prominent and
of original thinkers. We do not know one mind today who could pense.
THE WHY
While it is . early,yet for full obscure, profess to be greatly sur
honestly say with Dante “Io son venuto al punto della rota.” Examples bookings the hotels report that prised at the terms of peace accord MARGUERITE CLARK
Why do we carry out-of-town publicity. Because it means more of non-consecutive thinking are found in every book, magazine, news everything looks satisfactory/ Cer ed them by the Allies. We don’t
IN /
tainly•-.there. is no decrease in ap know why they should be surpris
business, more money, more knowledge of the State of Maine, the place paper and pamphlet spewed out into the laps of men.
We are here giving only one, not selected, clipped from the edi plications a^pd the prophecy is that ed, as these terms are a hundred
where we live move and have our being—the place where the ENTER
fold more gentle and considerate
torial
pages of no less an authority than COLLIER’S NATIONAL the inquiries will come in bunches than would have been accorded the
PRISE hopes to flash a ray of light into every home.
p little later.
Besides, the ENTERPRISE will fashion a place for its activities WEEKLY. Says the most learned, wise and thoughtless writer of this
Further, not in many years have Allies if Germany had beaten
local conditions been so favorable them. Maximilian Harden, the
so wide that Kennebunk will be the centre of a circle whose circum most recondite and censorious weekly :
“The attempt of the Postmaster General to prove that he is attack toward a good , summer’s business. German editor, is one of the very
ference shall be uncircumscribed. . And it would not be expected that
USUAL PRICES
few who are telling the German
Kennebunk should quite support such a medium.* But, we do assure ed because of his advocacy of the outrageous zoning system of con Much that Was objectionable has people the truth about the matter.
been
eliminated
and
the
town
is
you, while sharing in no responsibility for our success, we shall give fiscatory postal taxes is about as foolish a performance as could be prepared to give its guests a com He says they need not be surprised PROGRAM WEEK MAY 26 to 31
imagined. The public outburst was bound to come/ for .impatience has fortable and happy time, which it at the terms, but must sign as soon
Kennebunk the best we have.
Monday—Elsie Furguson in
Let us, then, face the future with confidence and the determination been seething among all who have had relations with the Post Office will do if its prerogative of looking as possible and then get to work.
“THE MARRIAGE PRICE”
to make after-war humanity—and that means business, culture and Department since the President took MR. BURLESON out of the po after, its owp affairs is not inter The Lisbon Enterprise—
Sennett Comedy—“The Village
fered
with.
morality, and all the rest of it, the genesis, not only of our own wel litical discard to make him Postmaster General. But the immediate
WE’RE PROGRESSING
Smithy”
Many farmers and others can re
The Independent, South Berwick
fare, but a motor for time’s increasing prosperity, which, throbbing cause of the concrete demand for his removal was the refusal of the
Tuesday
—
Bryant
Washburn in
telegraph officials to transmit a message from the New York “World” —President William H. Taft, Rab call the fact that whep they were
everywhere, shall say “I LIVE.”
“POOR BOOB”
boys
on
the
farm,
the
farmer
who
bi
Steven
S.
Wise,
President
A.
offering to other newspapers an article in which MR. BURLESON was
Pictograph
Lowell of Harvard col had two spring seats to put on his Burton Holmes
criticized. The “World” suffers not one cent’s worth of damage from Lawrence
“OUR OWN TOWN”
lege, Dr. Anna Howard Shaw and wagon for gala days was consider
Wednesday and Thursday
the zone system. It opposed this reactionary measure, but with no Herbert S. Houston fvill be the ed a fortunate and well-to-do farm
“THREE MEN AND A GIRL”
The ideal “Home Town” is of course largely a work of imagination great display of zeal, as a. matter of public policy. Its opposition to principal speakers at a public er. Most farmers then had only
Sunshine Comedy—“Roman Cow
—of artists, photographers, and engravers. Here everything, the MR. BURLESON as Postmaster General was based upon the general “Ratification'Convention” of the one spring seat and the children
sat
behind
on
mere
boards
laid
boy”
League
of
Free
Nations
Asociation,
wrangling, the dirt, the squalor, is subordinated to the display of complaint of mismanagement. Then suddenly, through the stupidity which is to be held in Manchester, across, the wagon bed.
Friday—Bert Lytell in
emotional handicraft. But the town we are living our lives in—where of the telegraph officials, it saw the true meaning of the whole policy probably at the Academy, on Thurs , Then came the farmer who had
the spring wagon, a smaller wagon “HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS”
the wife and kiddies are, where mother lived, which we extoll when of the department. If some jack-in-office, encouraged by the malevo day, May 22nd.
with springs under it. Then the Eddie Polo in the 11th Episode of
we are away from home, picture in memory when we are lonely, and lence of a sore politician, has the right to sit in judgment on the opin-^ The Aroostook Republican—
top carriage and so on. Now it is “THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS”
ions of newspapers and deny to publishers the use of the mails and the,
of which we say and sing—
PATRONIZE MAINE
the automobile' that runs not only
Saturday—Francis Ford in
telegraph, then the end/of the freedom of the press is clearly in sight.
Food prices are still slowly on springs but on cushioned tires,
“CRAVING”
“Take me back to Kennebunktown, Kennebunktown, to Kenne- The newspapers are making a fight for self-preservation. They did climbing and are beyond what they and one automobile costs about as
Ford Weekly
not think of the other acts of BURLESON and his followers in Con were at this time last year when much as thirty spring wagons u^ed Current Events
bunktown!”
gress as aimed at them, although their Washington correspondentsz war was raging at its maximum. to cost.
There’s where I long to be—
speed of the increase is not
In all of this we may catch the
could have told them how eagerly groups of politicians at the capital The
Close, close to the shimmering sea;
so great as during the early part drift of progress and, also an ex
had seized on “military necessity” as an excuse for withholding and of the war but it looks as if the plantion of the high cost of livipg.
Ther’s thè Landing down the way,
suppressing news, for terrifying, weak publishers with the implied maximum was still some distance But we have to have such things
Kennebunkport and the Beach—Oh, say—
Alwive there—I don’t care—anywhere—
threat of holding up their publication in the mails and for inaugurat in the future. While this condi now.
The Lisbon Enterprise—A good
Kennebunktown!—Take me there!”
ing a permanent system of supervision of the press by bureaucrats tion exists there can be no hope
of reduced wages or costs of pro
who hate and fear it. The harsh treatment of “The Public,” “The duction in any line of trade. This sign is as necessary to a city or
town as your business sign is to
this town is something more than words, frontispiece or description Nation,” and the “Metropolitan Magazine,” the adoption of the unjust week’s Bradstreet’s number based your business. As some one has
postal taxation by zones, the abuse of the arbitrary powers conferred on prices per pound of thirthy-one aptly said, that laying aside sor
can furnish the clue to.
Now what we would say has been so much better said than we can | for war purposes, were not isolated occurance, but part of a. general articles used for food, is $4,96, com did ideas of economy, street signs
say, by Helen Perkins in the New York Sun, under the title of “Your pattern of fepression and control that eventually would have destroyed pared with $4.94 last week and forster civic pride. They are the
$4.41 for the week ending May 3,
Town,” we are simply going to place it before you here as the better i a franchise much more valuable to the newspapers than any asset they 1918. This week’s number increas best investment a town can make.
They say to the stranger in a
exhibit in the case—
carry on their books. The “World” incident brought the newspaper es fourtenths of one per cert over mild unobtrusive way: You are wel
A fresh stock and all the new
publisher^ to a realization of the truth that they must fight not for last week and 12.4 per cent over come. We are glad you are with
shades of
The towns are not made by men afraid
the rights of others, which might not excite them, but actually for self- the like week last year, while it is us and want to make sure that you
COLORJTE
2.1 per cent down from the top of find your way about without in
Lest someone else gets ahead;
preservation. It was a lucky thing for the public that MR. BURLE mid-December.
Waterville Senti quiry or ihcopvience.”
for straw hats and many other
When everyone works and nobody shirks
SON’S officious understrappers suppressed the “World” telegram. For nel, May 6, 1919.
purposes
The town of Lisbon is generally
You can raise a town from the dead.
if the conspiracy at Washington had gone on unchecked, and its pur Maine residents' are, in a meas without street signs, and it is time
poses had become imbedded in the laws and the practices of the de ure, somewhat responsible for that this inconvenience was over PRYOR-DAVIS CO
And if while you make your personal stake
partments, it would take another WILKES to dislodge it. And above conditions. ■ Things are not come. Let us get about it and have
“The Old Hardware Shop”
as they should be. There should street signs erected. “Yep—that 36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
Your neighbor makes one, too,
Wilkeses are scarce.”
be more systematizing—a more is right—but what do you say of a
Your town will be what you want it to be— •
Tel. 509
The most amazing thing about the editorial is that the writer dared complete manner of having Maine town where you cannot find either
It isn’t your town, it’s you I
to think he could get away with it. As for the kind of limping special neonle use Maine grown food. a Doctor or a Dentist—because
pleading, it is as common as the chirring of a cricket in harvest time? Maine can do it, if the farmers they have no card in their own
A B B •Ö T •T4- S
If you want to live in the kind of a town
Note—we are at first told that the newspapers, “The New York will raise the crops needed if town paper?—THE ENTERPRISE”
Maine
residents
will
give
them
the
Like the kind of a town you like,
World” in particular, “suffers not a cent’s worth of damage from the necessary support and encourage
HOW IT TURNED OUT
You needn’t slip your clothes in a grip
zone system,” “for the establishing of which COLLIER’S and the rest ment.
IQÜICKLY RELIEVE j
And start on a long, long hike.
When Maine grown food is sold At a little game in Europe
are moving money and mud to discredit Mr. Burleson. And then, in
STOMACH GAS
the very next column, we are told that the newspapers are fighting Mr, to Maine people through Maine Sat the nations all about;
AND .
markets,
you
will
see
prices
more
You will only find what you left behind,
'And
the
stakes
were
runniig
Burleson” “not for the rights of others, which might not excite them,”—
INDIGESTION
reasonable
—
and
the
farmer
will
skyward
For tnere’s nothing that’s really new;
of course it wouldn’t—“but actually for self-preservation.”
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAILbe happier even than the city man, Who’d the best hand was in doubt.
TRY THEM AND YOU WILL
It’s a knock at yourself when you knock your town—
Now, please, read COLLIER’S again. See how filled with anility, because the farmer’s profit can be Uncle Sam was standing near ’em
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
It isn’t your town, it’s you!
garrulity, narrow-mindedness, absurdity, perpetual misrepresentation still higher than it is at present, When they said; “Come have a
and indefatigable self-contradiction, every line of the editorial is when and with lower prices to the con
hand”
sumer; IF, for instance we elimi And he said, “All right, I’ll try
There you are ! And we sum up the matter thus—
one end of it is faced about to gaze into the tail of the other.
nate such expensive practices as
it,
The Captain of his soul is every man: his eternal fate, here and selling the apples we grow in Liver
You can’t boom Maine, try ever so hard—
there depends eventually on himself. But man can find himself only pool, and buying the apples we eat “Though it was not as I planned.”
Cast he chips upon the table
The plan is as old as the world is new,
thru consecutive thinking. Whatever the loose thinker champions, in Oregon. Looks, as if it was With
THE JEWELER
a earless sort of toss.
In searching for smells in your neighbors’ back yard
about
time
we
got
busy
pulling
however passionately, must suffer from his want of the essential of
And the game was soon decided
with
the
“
Maine
League
”
(State
And spreading them then with your ballyhoo.
253 Hain St, Biddeford
the Truth of any case—consistent statement.
Agricultural and Industrial When Unk Sammy came across.

Kennebunk Enterprise

DEAR OLD FLAG
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Acme
Theatre
SPECIAL

‘Three Hen
and a Girl

ABB&TABS

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KÉNNËBÜNË, MAINE

OVER 100 DELEGATES ATTEND up, for these grow rapidly. If you
CASH FROM TRASH
SCHOOL ‘TOUR-MINUTE
THIRTY-THIRD
MERCHANTS
ENCOURAGE
move in j list thè séleèt circle of
.... MEN”....
Vocational Conference at Thornton friends the truth is those people'
WISE SPENDING
What
One
Careful
Housewife
Die*
Academy, Saco a Gre^at Success you don’t lil^e are those you know
covered.''"
Home Sewing Provided For.
- When the Four-Minute Men were
nothing -of.” Misses Charlotte Hatch; Blanche
Miss' Senders ‘’Used one particu*
. appointed by the United States Gov
Dry goods merchants in’every part
Quite as'“ihrillTn/1 a^stor^ as 'afiy
Littlefield, Elizabeth Hamilton, lariy fitting word for one’s charac
of the country report radical changes Luther Burbank has to tell was told ernment to deliver speeches on sub
Coràelia Titcomb and Doris Hatch ter Or expression—-“radiance.” In
.in their customers' buying habits, due by Mrs. Hdmund M. Parker at a re- jects connected, with the war, the
York County
were the local girls who attended speaking further she said, “There
Ix^rs of the High School of Commerce
to war experience.
People seek
the York Courty vocational con is room for expression--ontheun»,
sound values in clothes. There is no cent meeting of the Cambridge, Mass., in > Boston took up the idea and be
ference held at Thornton academy side of us all. If one is radiant
Womans Christian Temperance
disposition • to be parsimonious,» or -branch of the .Special Aid Society for came four-minute .men to. their class
Maÿ 17-18 under the direction of on the inside, in time it is bound to
shabby, but women are judging gar American Preparedness. Besides Jje-. mates. '
Miss Mabel Krall, secretary of show on the outside.” In closing
ments by wearing, quality» They no ing chairman of the Speakers Bureau
Thrift proved a subject directly in
Union
York’County Y. W. G; A. This is Miss Sanders reminded the girls
longer purchase short-life., gowns. or. of the S pecial Aid, Mrs? Parker holds
line with the policies of the school,
the;jSfecond vocational conference; that when their lives were given
fabrics.. for > the sake. eof ,showy, ap
and did.much fq increase investment
pearance. Thrift has brought in a the same ' office ■ ln: the Savings Divi-;
the «first was held at Kennebunk ,. them they were of’the first quality
in War Saying^ Stamps. Some of the
Christian Gburcb'x
new fashion era—quiet models which ■ sion 'of New England. It was im,this arguments presented by these future
last» year and really was pioneer And it"is-up to one’s self personally
will be in style several seasons in latter capacity - that ' she had secured»
Kittenb Aatne
work in this state; So well did.ft v^héthér shexmakes or mars that
financiers are good for grown-ups
stead of the one-season “creatitth.'" Mrs.1 F.i L. Higginson, director of J the »
meëi; the demand of the high''school quality of the gift of life. Miss
.
division; mid Mrs. H. Parker Whit too:
The
merchants
are
cutting
down
for Some definite instruction along Sanders is a very convincing speak
tington, director of the Salvage Bureau . “Before the war Americans were .
wasteful
methods
in
their
stores,
and»
this line that a second conference er and it. is no wonder with, her
wasters. Thbydid not seem to
eliminating superfluous service, un which has been , organized .fpr the. know the value of a reserve fund.
was planned.
personality that, she has been made
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1919
Division, to address the previous
wise
credits,
,
unprofitable
deliveries
QÏ the 24 high schools, and acade working girls ’•secretary ‘•of* thè.
Today the large majority of the people
and/other happy-go-lucky, , idt-or-. meeting of the Special Aid. ’
in this country are saving. But they
mies in York county 18 were repre northeast field.
miss extravagances for which the ’ Now-Mrs.. Parker is a , good hopse- db' not save ^enough. There may be
This.closed the vocational com
sented. The vocationalprogram
keeper, but after she listened to those
public
had
to
pay?
soon a reversal 'of the money situa
Wad ¿conducted by Miss- Mary* Lr fehenee? and the* girls departed, at All meetings fire open to the public.and all are welcome
Another 5 ' intëféstiHg ' development two speakers she .we^t home and set tion of America. r .Where* there is
Cady, educational secretary for the different times in evening for their Any delegate wishing to remain overnight address
is the sale of materials for home to work.. Old newspapers gnd a lot plenty now, there may be need, and
national board of the Y. W. C.A., hbmes.
sewing. One store seeks1 to1 interest of pasteboard boxes,* in one of which Americans must store, the wealth of
Mrs. Mae E. Googins, Kittery Maine?Ns
who introduced the "speakers, who
Great credit issdue^to the Thorn
schoolgirls , in making their own was a collection of old calling cards their nation for the future. To invest
were all specialists in their par ton academy teachers and Students Dinner, by. Christian Endeavors—35 centsA
dresses.. Prizes are, offered > for; well- saved from the days before there Vas it is f better than to hoard it
ticular vocations, and found 10 for thè splendid success of the con
made . garments ;. sewing :. instruction a Social Register, and magazines toq H. 'j'War Savings Stamps , have all the
minutes far too short a time to pre ference.
is1,given in the store; suggestions are old to be given to anybody, were her backing of the Government—all that
màde for the purchase of material., ‘first “finds?’ In the1 basement were guarantees the billions of dollars in
sent- the possibilities of their
• boxes1 "óf rusty hails, several' ‘hand- ‘
trimmings and pattenKs' ‘ '
chosen vocation. Nor was this a
A WEEK END AT
vested in Liberty Bonds, safety. The
Some stores maae up ^undies con ■ jells? ‘ old ’bicycle chains, > padlocks War Saving? Stamps, costing less
onesided discussion for emphasis
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was also placed upon *the necessity
than
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hern work. After à gymnastic ex one of them, had a pleasant? little
in the window^ Soon there was. a»» as the interest is compounded quarter
Webnesbap Aborning, 3une 4
Money saved by» this sort» of wise call from an excited, junkman, who 1 ly, and the principal is due in 1924.
hibition directed by Miss Harriet journey up to N. H., last Friday,
spending: ;.can„ be safely, invested in. said the Salvage, .Bureau told him
Buy War Savings Stamps1 and help ■
Desmond, the visiting girls’ took and we met her gettingofft|i e^traih 10.QQ.—Devotipnal-Servic^ Jed by Martha Remich
War Savings and Thrift Stamps.
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was.to pay for junk, .with, .Thrift your government while you help your
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day
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following.
And,
alnasium floor.
"Some girls have money to burn and
bottles.; the zinc in an old ice box
tions and Nominations
The banquet was held Saturday tho the good lady was “oh pleasure
brought tten cents. In all he left |1 ‘ are always looking, for some one to
evening at the Congregational par bent, she had a frugal mind.*’ for
Welcome from the Hostess Union
Deny Yourself a few
strike
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gain
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of a country's need. When the youth '
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Announcements
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of' the nation gave freely
. their'
Miss Katherine Goodwin as toast is quite ready for the printer.
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War Savings
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Why Shop in Boston When Von can do Bfetter in Portland ?
study of the meterological con BUNK FROM KENNEBUNK
ditions effecting this deflection.
F. McDonald
‘‘There is need,” says Mr. Gregg
It is in gréât dangers that men
Of the U. S. Wfeather Bureau, “fdr
The United States needs more a comprehensive campaign of me see the chance for great Profiteer
airmen. There is now quite as in* teorological and aerological obser ing.
This is the commencement ôf the
sistent called for skilled and dar vations'over the North Atlantic, in
ing men n'ow as there was when btfler that aviators may be given beginning.
we were winging over England, data for, whose accuracy the mete Closfethe door or open it—Maine
France ¡and the North Sea. “All orologist need not hestitate to wants you—but don’t clutter the
men who ¿will take pitrt in ¿the voiich, instead of information entrance. '
development of the nation’s air ser based oh so sfririll a nuinfoer of ob A good liar heeds something
vice as aviators, dirigible balloon servations, particularly of free-air better than a good memory—set up
pfilots, chauffeurs, mechanics, or coridiiions, that thè deductions are the matter and paste it in your hat.
workers at some thirty other trades assumed and not proved.
Possible is no longer in the Ger
But we will have many a problem
required in the air service,” will
immediately receive an important now explained which bothered us man dictionary—Foch - and Per
communication if they will send much in our flights over the ocean. shing and Hàig ripped it out
God has no need of carnage—He
their names and addresses to the Ori land an aviator can tell whether
War Department Air Service Offi a wtyd is aiding or retarding him, arranged for all that long ago—
cers, 104 Broad Strfeet, New York. but Over thejchangeless sea, unless Death will put. an end to men and
We imagine ail the old boys will go Ships are in vision, he would have wars. |
Draw the Curtain—the war is
in—up* The editor of this coluipn little or nothing to guage his prog
ress. Over the sea, if his machine over. We are now going to, seek
has ¡sent his name forward.
Was
making,
say,
a
speed
of
90
for a great perhaps—Business..
Pays before these lines will be,
read by you, the ocean will have mi|es ah hour, and he should run
The secret of being a bore is to
irito
a
head
wind
of
the
same
voloci
been crossed from high above the
tell all you know—and then some.
ty,
he
might
stay
indefinitely
in
one
waves. As we pen these words
Nothing is sò urieasy as à fool’s
some of the birds must have land-1 position over the ocean.. . If, how secret—it will escapè even from the
ever,
there
is
a
choppy
sea,
one
ed at the Azores. Provided, of
grave.
v. :. 1
\
course, none of them, or the right may get in,line or the movement of
If
God
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not
exist
—
we
would
his*
machine
by
watching
thè
waves
one of them, has not had his eye
have to make Him. And even that
“put out’-’ by any of those troubles —Onè must flyblow to do this.
Às a matter of fact, flying low could be done by Anetólè France.
that are< so common above the
over the sea is less dangerous than
A friend is a brother who.will
clouds.
Capt. E. W. Zinn, the officer who, at like levels above the land, be not 'èrivy the trade* that, comes to
whèh the American .birdmen re cause the air over the sea is less your shop—nor take joy of your
ported for duty, assigned them to liable tó be, as the Frenchmfen say, sorrow.
the squadrons and each to a par rebondir—-“Bumpy.”
Useful counsel is never pleasing
ticular airplane, is now finding the
—the chap that pats you on the
LOWER
R.
R.
RATES
graves of lost American aviators.
back anfl says “Atta a Boy !” win
Out Of 150 missing American Avia Washington, May 17.—Spècial profit by your want of good coun
tors, Captain Zinn has already, lo rates-of, two-thirds t of the Usual sel. ’’
cated - and identified the spots round trip charges will be put into
where 70 fell and were buried. The effect soon by the railroad admini
NEEDS COMPLETE REST
Captain has discovered that in a stration for travel to religious, fra
great many cases fliers were buried ternal. and educational meetings.
either by the Germans or by civil
The many friends in York county
ians with no mark Of identification SHAPLEIGH MAN THE WINNER of Mrs. Kate Douglas Wiggin Riggs
left on them.
Maine’s well know authoress, will
ORONO, May 14. The egg-lay regret to learn that she is now at
HrOmthe information he gathers
Captain Zipn writes personal let ing contest in .which 27 'Maine a sanityrium for special treatment
ters to the relatives of the dead poultrymen, representing nearly anfl complete resC2 Mrs» Wiggin is
aviators, tellipg in simple words eVery county in the State, have looking forward. to spending . late
how and where they went to their been participating since Nov. 1, summer v at her attractive, home,
deaths. His letters usually give was concluded at the fend of the Quillcote-on-the-Saco.
the best true account of the man six months period. The results
ner in which the fighters of the. air have just been made public by the
GETS A BIG BOOST
met their ends. Sometimes those University of Maine extension ser
letters destroy cherished hopes that vice, under whose auspices the con
New York, May 15.—A gift of
the aviators reported as “missing” test was conducted.
$750,000 to the Methodist centen
Reuben Low of Shapleigh, York ary
by the War Department might
fund was announced today by
. sometime, somehow, turn up. But County, is the winner, his white George
Fowles, treasurer of
it is better so, says Captain Zinn. Wyaridottes having laid an average the fund.Mr.The
donor is a western
Of course, it i^ not generally of 119,75 eggs per hen within the
who is not a Methodist and
understood that the earth’s motion six months. William E. 'Whiting man
who requested that his name be
deflects the airplane. We found, of Ellsworth is second, hiß barred withheld.
Mrs.-Gustavus F. Swift
and the sensation was very strange Plymouth Rocks having produced
that our machine moving freely eggs at the rate of 116 per hen, of Chicago contributed $50,000 arid
above the surface of the earth was Third place in the list is held by the president of China $1,000.
constantly^ deflected to the right. Walter L. • Clark of Waldoboro,
The distinctive flavor of our
With the development of trans-At whose specialty is white Leghorns, coffee soda is. obtained only at the
lantic travel by airplane there will and their egg production averaging . fountain of Fiske the druggist on
‘the corner.
Adv
be opportunity for a thorough. 105.18 per hen.
THE AERIAL MAIL
By H. A. G.*
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They Cleverly Convert a Real Necesity into a Distinctive

Feature of One’s Attire. And There’s a Satisfaction in
that so Many Well Dressed Friends also Wear Our Initial
Buckle and Belt.

Snappy DeMgns9 Exceptionally Fine Tailoring and
the Use of Exclusive Fabrics give Dis

tinction and Style to

Hart Schaffner & Marx
IS^LOTHES Wrl
4-:

/ V

.

■

*

OREN HOOPER’S SONS
Easy to Reach—Middle St., A Few Steps From Soldiers* Monument

Hotel and Restaurant small C p
white side platters, 20c ones

Ahimushine, the perfect! t p
aluminum cleaner
Uv

WE WELCOME HOME OUR HEROES

Haskell & Jones Company
PORTLAND,

HAINE

We Invite you to Start Civilian Life Anew in a

COZY LITTLE HOME OF YOUR OWN
Week began on Sunday , evening CONGREGATIONAL church invitation is extended to all who
with a service at the Arlington St;,
do rot worship elsewhere to attend
Will S. Coleman, Minister
Church. Rev. Joel H.’ Metcalf of
this service> in honor of the living
Winchester, Mass.*, recently return Residence 57 Main St., Tel. 53-12 Veterans of ’61, as well as the dead.
ed from work in France, preached
Rev. , ’ J. M. Arters,. Superihten-'
Memorial Sunday
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH the sermon, “A Heroic Church,”
• 10.30 a. m.—Worship with ser :d§nt of Portland District* will ■
Sunday morning service at 10.25 from the text “He .that is afraid, mon appropriate to the day.
preach at 7 o’clock. It will be a '
May 25th. Subject: “Soul and let him return.” He asked for a ... ¡Il.45 a. m.—Sunday school with great sermon, Don’t miss it. The
spirit
in
the
Christian
Churches
First Quarterly Conference will be
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINE Body.”
classes* for all.
Wednesday evening service at to parallel the spirit shown by the
held following the service.
6.00 p. m.—C, E. meeting.
$83.50
7;45’. < Evferyorie is cordially in American when at Bélleáú Woods .: 7.00 p. m.—Chapel service.
z. ¡The Tuesday evening prayer
and Chateau Thierry they ássüméfl .. Week-night meeting Wednesday meeting';jis proving successful in
With electric mangier attach vited to attend.
an offensive that won for: them evening at seven thirty.
getting out a larger number of men
ment, all complete. 2 cents a week
the term “the fighting fools.’’ Wei
to the week night service?
BAPTIST CHURCH
pays the electric bill,
need a new kind of spiritual tac
METHODIST CHURCH
tics, if we would win the returning
Rev. B. H. Tilton
FIRELESS COOK STOVES
ECLIPSES IN 1919.
soldier we must free him from the
Rev., Royal A. Rich, Pastor
Résidence Main Street
idea we are trying to exploit him
Cook everything, that a coal
,. 12 Dane St, Tel. 37-3
Public worship next Sunday for the sake of the churches; The
stbve does without a fire. $16.95
Last Sunday exceeded the expec
Total Eclipse of Sun, May 29th.
legitimate ■ end of the Chris-, tations of the Church. It was a -¿This falls in the first decan of
Aluminum utensils/ double, vac- morning at 10.30. The Sunday tohly
tian
Church
is
the.
Kingdom
of
Cuum covers. They boil, bake, school Will meet ¡at the close of the God, A church is to her judged by greatxday, The Church \ and Sun Geriiini, and the 9th house, and is
niorning service for an hours study
day. school pledged its-full quota said to cause dissension and strife
roast, stearii and stew without a of the Bible. You are invited to its power for the reign of righteous of $1,066 to the Centenary.
among clergy and religious denoiriness.
There
isheed
of
a
selfless,
fire.''
this helpful hour.
The twemty foun team workers inations, and càuse hatred, neglect
heroic
church.
Our
-boys
have
The “People’s Popular Service”
came in, happy arid satisfied with and contempt for the laws of God
on Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. learned the value of aelf-sacrificéi the work of the afternoon. There anfl Man. The Luminaries are
REFRIGERATORS
I
have
lived
deeply
and
dangerously.
We shall be very glad ty welcome
was a great jubilee service in the Conjoined with Mars, which accen
And>Ice Ch.ests* and special fami ÿou ty this service of worship and They will have only contempt for evening. It will .be a memorable tuates the evil. It denotes fires,
a
church
that
offers
only
safety.
ly size Refrigerators \
$18.68 praise.
'
day in the history of the Church.
and accidents to shipping, mUch
60 lbs. Ice iSapacity other of va- £ The’mid week social service on They will demarid in the church ? The G. A. R. Post of Kennfebunk, litigation and some important legal
bravery
and
self-sacrifice.
•
Borne
and. the W. R. C. will attend ser cases iri the Law Courts. The line
rious sizes to big ones for Hotels •Wednesday at 7.30. This is a fine churches.. are
earful that their
placé to receive inspiration to siisat
. $200-00 rain you for the remaining part of fundamentals will be lost. To the vice at this Church at 10.30 A. M., of Central Eclipse runs through
next Sunday. There will be special South America, , where volcanic
timid faith religion is like-1 a toy music, -o “Our Country” will be the eruptions and seismic disturbances
the week.
balloon.
In
science
there
is
no.
Young People, do not forget the
.
GARDEN’ HOSE 15c Foot
subject of the sermon. ,A cordial will occur. , .
fear lest any theory be disproved,
Special Guaranteed with coup YOung People’s Rally *n Biddeford It is truth that they seek. Why.
the first week in June, the 6th. A
lings.
great meeting has been planned should we riot have an equally dar
and you should make an effort to ing attitude. about religion throw
it into the river of life to sink or > A .
A Grand Showing of
be; present.
CROCKERY
swim?- - Why- should reasonable
Hotel and Family use stock-pat FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
scepticism be a virtue, in science,
and credulqusnfess a virtue in re
tern that can be matched—Special
ligion? That w’liich we force our
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
and much lower prices on
selves to believe Ts impediments.
Residence 1 High St.,
FRENCH CHINA $39.50
The church that ¿will not venture
f Tèi. 45-3
Dinner Sets for 12 people.
Service at 10.30 A. M. Rev. Mr. and liye dangerously is like a sol
Prescott, a former minister of this dier that will not ¡go over the top.
parish, will preach in exchange The church must .serve. The spirit
HAVILAND CHINA
of true friendly service will never
with the minister,
■ Special Set. The very best $75.
fail, for it is the true presence of
PORTLAND
Sunday School at 11.45.
1/ The meetings of Anniversary God.
Has been $173.50.

You don’t need to spend a lot of cash all at once. Come in and start a conven
ient open account with us. You’ll find our stocks of Hom^ Furnishings com
plete, our prices figured on a low rent basis and a hearty welcome for every boy
who has worn the khaki or the blue. At least coinè in and talk it over.
BED SPRINGS $5.95
FREE DELIVERY By AUTO TO
YOUR DOOR—COME
All-metal, non rusting, noiseless,
fragless.
$7-50 ones
MODERN LINOLEUM 69c

Waterproof, imitation oak, pat
terns, suitable for any . room in a
home. Also desirable as Rug Bor
rLow continuous post- smooth fin der.
ish, white enamel. All sizes.
BUNGALOW BEDS $7.95

FLAGS $1.95

COUCH HAMMOCKS

Each home should fly one. Spec
With chains and hooks to hang, ial outfit, fast color. Sewed ones
riietal bottoins, wind shield and •4x6 with 6 ft pole, bracket and hycomfort 'Cushion. Pocket for Mag lards.
azines
$9.95
: TALKING MACHINES $35 00

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT

New Cabinet, Desk, Phoff covers
^Style, has two spring riiotors,
Big Ranges Steam, Tables, Broil Swiss imported. Fully guaranteed
ers, Tea and Coffee Urns, for in $50.00 ones, save $15.00.
stant pse, on hand. Pots, Pans
and Kettlfes returned, and delivered
CEDAR OIL 69c
promptly.
Long handle floor mops includ
ing small bottle oil.
VACUUM ELECTRIC CLEANERS
PREMIER
WASHING MACHINES $2.25
Clean, rugs, carpets, draperies,
The
ones that you don’t have to
mattresses without moving from
rub a thing, and. clothes come out
the places.
as white as snow. Every home,
LOW PRICE
$39.75 hotel and boarding house needs
Attachments small amount 'ex one. Specially suitable for nap
tra, Free trial without obligation. kins, towels etc.
OUTFITTERS

CHURCH NOTICES

Summer Rugs
Linoleums

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.

ÍÍENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
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The Only Shade Made With a Ventilator

lllllllllllllllllll

fSummerf Comforts^
Consider yourself in the hot kitchen during
the Summer mohths-i-now think of “yourself in
your cool kitchen tfSirig One of our

Perfection ©r Puritan
Cook Stoves

SCOUT ENCAMPMENT

The Four-Day Encampment for
the Boy Scout TroopSof York and
Cumberland Counties is being fast
pushed to completion by the differ-^
ent! Scoutmasters.
There will bé speciâk’Memorial
Day services on May 30th, and the
Track Meets will take place on Sat|
urday and Mbnday, May^BÏs^, and
Juiie 2nd. Registration began on
May 15th, a fee of 50 cents being
charged to participants.
Automobiles and bicycles will be
caii.ed for, arid there Will be plenty
of Work for axes as wood is to be
supplied in four-foot lengths.
-,
The Encampment is sure to give
grdaf1 -impetus, to 'thé Scout move
ment in the counties and everything possible' will bV-âpïiê by Old
Orchard people to help make the
experiment a glowing success.
A large number of our local Boy
Scliits 'are planning to attend.

OURHATS—
HAVE INDIVIDUALITY—

CAPTIVATING CH ARM BEAUTY
And
UNSURPASSED QUALITY

THE ACCEPTED
EXCLUSIVE CREATIONS for

TOWN and SPORTWEAR for

YOUNG and OLD

cool and agreeable you do your morning work BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OR
IN DIFFERENT
a'nd after your supper hour you are really refreshed by using GANIZED
I PARTS OF YORK COUNTY
one of our wonderful Oil Cookers.
Roys’and girls’* club work is now
getting a good start for the season,
Oh! But the rest of the day and the night too, on your piazza
behind our self-hanging Vudor Screens—you rest in real comfort—

out-of-doors in the embracing air—-still you may see out, but no one
can see in.
|1||||
See us for Summer Furniture of any kind.
YOU already know the ATKINSON PRICE is Ja bit LOWER

than others.
We deliver free of charge.

’

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.
JP Furniture, Carpets, J&igs,'-Draperies
Atkinson Block, Biddeford, Plaine

'

;

Atkinson Block, Saco, Plaine

THE LIGHT OF OTHER DAYS

H. L. DUPRE

Somewhere in. the ENTERPRISE
you will find the report ^of broken
ipolit and stranded trolley cars.
The result, one of them, of that
accident was no lights—We mean
eléctric light, in the McLellan
161 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
House last night. And the result
. /Next Door to Biddeford National Bank
of'fhis last result was a going back
to tl^e home of the cave man, or a
little after.
^Jewelry of distinction and-^quality, ^Diamond
¡Life of my soul, how the uninRings, La Tausca Piearls, fine Watches of Anierican
lightened must paw ■ around this
world ! The mole isn’t a marker to
rnanufacture,. (Waltham, Hamilton and Illinois).
their, gropings! Candles are' a
Rings in all the newest shades of colored stones.
mighty poor companion after years
ofgèlectricity. Sometimes, it seems
Agents
for
;
?
to us, the current from an electric
light not,' only illumines everything
Community Silver; and
Ciit Glass
we .do with better, sight, but that
1847 Rogers Silverware
Parisian Ivory
a positive current from that light
dfôlcen'diî'on us, that we respond,
and, from this eomes a rarer at
If you are not one of our customers (we have a goodly number from
mosphere. quicker thought, ' and
this locality) give us an opportunity to render, to you the good service
that the things which resist us -b'M
that our position enables us to offer you. r
y
•
f,
come more attenuated and weak-4^
that in thé electric light we, ex
pand and do the more believe* in
mán-^jn ourselves. „
With, a handle in one hand- a
was there to make a sketch offWren's Hour like-'k."feast. For the
large room at night is a place of
mystery. The corners of itmight Her. Luncheon was just over, and tiny toddlers there is a . varied
b^markedas thé J edges of the she. was talking to a little knot of ¡menu, sometimes ^JJpeeda Biscuit
and milk, sometimes ’Graham' Cracky
The first words I heard,
anteieht ; maps were«2-“Here are IWomen.
slid quietly into a nearby seat, wen lers. Oatmeal Crackers or Lunch Bis
liohs?’ dmaginatiop-, prescience, “National Biscuit,” recalling pleas cuit. . This is changed on special
consciousness, all are thé personi antly my own tasty Uneeda Lunen occasions to Old Time Sugar Cookke^mj^^yNewtons and, rarest of
fication of light j andas we ascend, eon, I liked her, and
step by step- in the development of fprtably as she spoke^agMI^i^^^ MPMHM^re days when we had
ace cream and Nabisco, and those,
ears busy.
these three, the highest, upon all and
the dark and daylight,’ ¡were our party days.
beneath, we are. only- obtaining she“Between
_|fflpr. is just a
was qucVing^there^^alway^ I “Don’LThink
more Light. And light is life, in
us happily»
paus|HHHMHHHHHBHI
thé earth, in the plant, in the ani seems waiting and listening—fot tin khat fjh alf, ¿nd 'madb4 us sUrfe they
children. Since they were tinj Iwould keep coming every day—for
mal—in Man....
and I both know we must feed
ÍBesidés, it is'reasonable to sup things, I’ve given that hour to nc |you
babies. First I had^^M^¡^|@ EHi^MMfi&^hildren, as we mpst
pose, thé source of Life must be Then,
if we would
when thev^M^^^^^
best callulated to prolong Life by : to Toddle,
J^^h^nd -afte^their
maintaining equilibrium in or re -me in
^^^^wavs like
A^^api^^taready tot
\ J,
storing it when impaired' by di no one^^r
.-.
sease—to strengthen this thought Child»^
H xl^tent. «
we'have this inférence, from’the
.facts, that thé virtue of all medi
ied
cines are largely received from
Light. ;
Let us hâve Light! The candle
was all|right ten thousand yeays
ago—it (was the beét light men
cduld make—but, row, please,- do
turn on the juice!
market list by J
lisiW. .
And this all comes from ,one; too-iü^.
"^58
unanimous
hour
night in the dark with the glow- ten to«^
seem
vote of! the family.
s
worm lure of a tallow—or maybe pad of
.
^^•avy
^^^y
enough
en<
it was wax—still making-the dark were wan^^^
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY^^^r
but -ah
UF; but
always
Hour. 1 '
ness a thing of blacker night.
_
_ ays dainty, alvi'Von see,- evenT^
We are promised. Light for the
as only National
went on, “are much
—p,,,
days to- come. ■ It cannot come too
mate. They are most lovable ana Biscuit Products can be. During the
tractable after they’ve had ySars when my babies were growing
soon, or be,too bright.

The Jeweler Who Satisfies

í

jx

Something to eat. > ^National Biscuit up we never missed the Chil
dainties always, begin .our, Chil- dren's. Hour with its fastj^ feast.

i ouflim »

ana many of those enrolled have
started tp work on their various
projects. Miss Ellis, assistant
state leader "boys’ and girls’ clubs
ip Maine, has been helping the
county agent in getting,the work
under way. Great-’-help js being
given the boys’and; girls’ club men
or women onthe InOai farm bureau
committee. To date clubs have
been started in the'fbllowing commi|ties,‘ with leaders J Alfred—-Mixed agricultural. E.
K. [Jordan;
1 West Buxton—Mixed agricultur-1
al, -'Mrs. Oscar Harmon? „
Cofnish—Mixed . a agricultural
Rev.” M. Gerry Plummer.
Cornish-Canning. Mrs.. Ethel
W, *Fogg.
Elfot—Canning. Miss Majorie
Ferriald,
Lebanon—Mixed , agricultural^
Oliver C. Roberts.
Limington—Mixed agricultural
Mrs/ Hafold Emery,
Newfield—Mixed agricultural.
Ja.mesT<i'. Bridges.
East . Parsonsfield
Canning.
Miss Marion Weeks. '
' Saco—Mixed agricultural.
C.
Briant.
Sanford—Mixed . agricultural.
Herman S. Chase.
Shapleigh—Mixed agricultural.
L. F. Staples. .
Wells—Mixed agricultural. Rev.
Albert L. Hill.

THE MARKED

ENTERPRISE ADS. PAY

Patronize Olir

¡Cleverly Converts a .Real Necessity
into a Distinctive Feature Of Fem
inine Attire.

And There’s a Satis-

faction To Yourself and to Your

Friends When You Wear Our

HATS

CHIC PARISIEN—
SNAPPY DESIGNS-

ECHOS DE LA MODE
MAKE OUR MAKE—
QUELQUE CHOSE RECHERCHE

A Votre Service—

Madame Albina B. Fortier
202 Main St.

Biddeford,.. Me.

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00
f

GEO. H. PIPER, Prop.

INDIVIDUALITY of

“QUALITY” Our xilotto

239 Main Street

BIDDEFORD,

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

CLOTHES

MAINE
IS the OUTCOME of
CLOSE ADHERENCE to

I. LzEVANS & GOJ
49c
Cu t .Glass Sale
Marmalade and Cover ..... »-. 49c
9^ in. Vace ........., x. .
49c
8 in; Berry Bowl..................... 49c
1 quart Pitcher
.......... 49c
ioy2 in. Celery Tray .... . ........... 49c
Covered Cheese Plate ........... 49c
8 oz. Oil Rottie........................... 49c
5 in. Tall Comport
............ 49c
9* in; Nabisco Tray ;.;...... 49c
Butter Tgb a’nd Cover ......’ 49c
8 oz. Syrtip Pitcher.............. 49c
Cream Pitcji^r ... ^.., ■..49c
6, ijfc 2 handle Bon Bon.......... 49c

69c
Cut Glass Sale
8 in. footed.,Bçrry Bowl ..... 69c
7in. Candle'Stifeks.............. 69c,
Mayonnaise antPPlate.............69c *
8^4 in. center handle Sandwich
Tray . .. ...... ... ... ... ... 69c
Covered Candy Jar ......... .69c
Sugar and Cream, the set
69c

FASHION DEMANDS, HIGH
STANDARD MATERIALS and

EXACTING METHODS of

■

/

PRODUCTION IN ALL

MATERIALS AND WEAVES
ARE THE CLIMAX OF

GOOD STYLE, GOOD TASTE

AND EXTREME COMFORT.
—at the shop where \
they find—.

A FULL LINE OF

SERVICE AS GOOD AS THE

CHARACTERISTIC

GOODS THEMSELVES—NONE

FURNISHINGS

BETTER

FOR MEN AND BOYS.
EVERYTHING MADE BY

98c
Cut Glass Sale
Cracker and Cheese............. 98c
8 oz. Syrup and Plate ............ 98c
Grape Juice Set, Cut Glass cov
ered Pitcher and 6 ¿lasses, set
............................. ...
$L9S

T. L. EVANS & CO.
BIDDEFORD.ME.

MANUFACTURE.

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX

CRAFTSMEN.

CHAS. A. BENO1X
Marble Block
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OUR MILLINERY

Biddeford, Maine.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
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Biddeford’s Up-To-THe-Minute Shopping Guide
", STATE OF MAINE
>
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMIS
SION

THE VALUE OF AN AD
AND WHAT A VERY SMALL
ONE CAN DO.

head of any publicity has real
vision, it is difficult to trace the
cent per cent returns from any one,
advertisement—itis the keeping
your name. before the buyer that
does’.i^i^^busine^s.^But we have given one instance,
concrete, where we can trace the
value, oi an ad..,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiunuiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiir
inniiiiiiittiitaiiiiit

iiiiiiiiiimiiii
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THE RIGHT STORES

LOCAL NOTÉS

Fares Paid to Biddeford

Are those where qualify fk culti
vated above all else. Ip iha words
This is neither a'pitff "‘nói*'’¿ab.
” Mrs. Ella Sherman and infant of Mr. Dunn, of Benoit & Dunn, Co.
Re York County Water Company Just the necessary publicity for a
'daughter of Boston are visiting her —“Where, clothes may cost more
To anyone making a Four Dollar Purchase or over ait
extension of emergency schedule new angle of-an‘old idea. 1
patents, Mr. and Mrs, „ Augustus per suit than some other suits, but
Coming home from Portland on
less per year than any. others.” ‘ .
F. C. No. 168
BroWh.
Monday—reading, or-, trying* to, the
Then there is the. service that
" 'Mrs. Crane and family who have
day’s world, of newspaper chatter,
S^y^tO; your ^riepd^^teLj,ths been spendipg the, winter in B^os- goes with;the.Right Stores.? The
After hearing in the above entitl I sensed that the train stopped, I
ed matter the Commission on June looked up ’ for an instant, as the moyi^s^Jet^stqp at Fiskes bp^thq ton are opening up their beautiful service'1 that the buyer”Eas «’rights
expect. It is a service ¿that re
28,1918, authorized the York Coun passengers
getting IriM Bid corner and enjoy a fresh straw home on Summer street this week. to
gards the probleri|% of the.purchasty Water Company to make certain deford, and saw coming down the berry ice.
..^4^..,.-?,-i¡.»o' ,i , , M’rs. Bessie Shepard and* Air». Wmmy.
11- I
increases in its schedule of rates. aisle the smiling face of one I
Fannie Jackson have this week
The
kind
meant
is
thus
summed
In the order it was provided that knew. I made room. for her in
.been
attending
the
Pythian
Sisters
208 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
SUPREME. COURT
the schedule then in effect? should my §?at, which, taking, she at once
Past Chiefs Convention held at up hy Mr. Chas.*A. Benoit : “I am
not interested Jurthe immediate
automatically become effective proceeded to give me what was on
A fine assortment of
In and forthe County .of «York r< Lewiston Monday and Tuesday.
sale, but the perinanenf'custdmer.”
July 1,1919, ujiless the Gonjmission per mind.
Associate Justice Morrell Presiding
Mrs. A. M. Lord ’or Providerice;
after hearing extended the opera ’‘‘‘I)ò ‘you know, she began, that
The .court was adjourned so far •Ri I. has returned home'after sev ^„If ^the irakders of the* ENTER
tion of such emergency schedule.- KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE is as jury trials, are; ¡concerned over. eral weeks stay with her father, PRISE are interested in such suits,
The compariy now files an àppIÌ-,;‘just the best ever!”
Monday until. Tuesdaymorning.be- Hon.,R. W. Lord. Mrsf“Elizabeth in suqh, service—ia, the Right
cation to have such emergency! “ Of course, I .had to admit that causeof ia.ïcaUimade on, ..the time Finlayson of Rye fieach,/k. H., is ^tqres, they will find? them each
schedule extended beyondJUly'T, wasAo; generally—but T wanted to of (the court down east. For. that, at her farther’s home forJthe prgs\ week before them in these columns.
Special attention paid to middle aged ladies’ styles—
1919, and files with its application be sure of the particulars.
ENTERPRISE Ads record no
reason. the. < i traverse* jurors > yuere en|.
,a statement of its operating reve And my interest brot out the excused until.,Wednesday . morning.
other.
.
.
a visit will convince y^u.
The
many
friends
of
Mrs.
Sarah
nues and expenses and claims that following—all . .in a breath : “I It is expected that at the opening
. Take, the Enterprise with ' you
a condition exists and will exist only this morningreàdthe jEN- of the court- on that day, the case Lord Cram will-be glad to know when MuX sttof^it* ’iV A. perftect3
MRS. DOROTHY WILSON HOOPER, formerly
which will require the receipt of TERPRISE (As a fact it comes out of Carl <Vd Goodwin;- indicted for that she is improving' every ^d^y. guide to the better shops.’
at least the same amount of reve on Thursday; every week—and the murder, will be moved for trial. A ; There is no one, who h^s ever been
in
the Thacher Building, Biddeford is with Miss
ill
whose^complete
and
speedy
re

nue during an additional period following; Monday did. seem a little
An interestingkc^se, ¡fpr
Gararid, where she will Tie ‘glad to see her bld Cus
beyond July 1, 1919.
late. Ed’s note.) ‘^anu,1 hereafter ment of the marriage of Arthur covery is more hoped for than Mrs.
Notice is hereby given that upon* ( L am going to.have iton time,for •Herrick of Saco and Lillian Her Crams.
tomers again. .
The Enterprise is requested to
such application for further ex my Saturday’s shopping. And, only, rick ■ of thei same place; was tried
tension of said emergency sched thirik of ~itj'twenty minutes from but, decision* reserved by the court say that the entertainment to be
ule^ the Public Utilities Commise Biddeford and shpp^guite^sfine— until a later day. The point raised given the Boys Monday night is by
sion will give a public hearing at some of them the real French chic, is that the husband was induced ‘invitation. Wives, mothers, and
thè Town-Hall in Kennebunk, on 'as they are in Boston, Arid I’ve by fraud and deceit to marry the ‘sweethearts have received a.ticket
Wednesday, June 4, 1919, at ten shopped them all. And I just cqf- Wife? » s One wonders justhowthose arid any bov or parent not receive
ing one. may have same by apply
(10) o’clock in the forenoon. Pub ried the ENTERPRISE with me things do iget into the courts;*
ing to any of the committee. The
lic potice is to begiven by the ap and visited them all. And who
It is expected that Attorney Gen1-1 affair however is not for the gener
plicant by causing to be published áaid ‘Ads were no good—he must eral.Guy Hi Sturgis'will appear aS1
in the Biddeford journal, the have been a boob. But let me tell counsel u With!^Mr.-Franklin R; al public. It is proposed toyhold
Eastern Star and the Kennebunk* youy l have just had sent home Chesléy. when- the Goodwincase > is the supper in the lower hall and
as soon as the inner nian has-beeri.
Enterprise, forthwith, a certified from Lewis Polakewich shop a full reached. <»luG vM» ■
copy of this order, such ->publicM money’s worth of the dantiest little ’ The firstcriminal'fcase tried, ’the Satisfied the room will be cleared
’ tiohs to be at least seven (7) days suit I’ve seen any where this sea- State vs. Goulakus ¡resulted iira and tables-placed for card playing
”A Pleasant Place To Sfcop.”
before the date of hearing,
;SQn—-and, think of it? only $50.00 con YjctiftPr M That was to. be expect? and other games for the enter
120
Main
St.,
, * , Biddefcrd
tainment
of
those
who
do
not
dance
Given under the hand and seal —and I got it within twenty mift- edj—it was one of those ever-torbe>of the Public Utilities Commission,, utes of my key—and it cost me in expqçtp^ .7rupijpy’’!Ji cases.. ¡^Given, Cigars and cigarettes will be fur
at Augusta,“ this‘20th day of May, carfare nothing—what’s _ sixty the bottle, th,e. HmCi and the place, nished free..
A. D. 1919.
/
tn
cents !—and three cents for the the, de.fçpda^t „might,better f.i “take
ENTERPRISE. And, do you.know; a plea.” Th^ffog.^as .ope hun TO MR. LEWIS POLAKEWICH
Bénj. F. Cleaves
BIDDEFORD
I am going right back. to Lewis dred, fjoljars^pd cqç^—with, thirty
Herbert W. Trafton
PtJBLIC UTILITIES COMMIS Polakewich for my Outdoor Cos days in jail. And the defendant ” The ladies of the Webhannet
Back from New York to late for this week’s ENI
tume at the end of June—for sport said^Pitbg wj.tpqss stand,.alb
SION OF MAINE.
Cljub wish to make kindest acknoWTERPRISE
—
with
Suits
for
Dance
or
for
Dinner
|
suits
áre
coming
into
their
own
right; me a lawyer.” It is a; safe
A true Copy,
again—and I saw, or thejady who guess,did.pot ¡knoyi; doea.UQti ledgement of the very timely and
—They’ll make you look your best? Exquisite |
ATTEST; Geo. T. Giddings, Clerk waited
kindly ebhtributjon to their fund
op
me
showed
me
the
nicest
L. S.
L.AÌ, KTi
I
yet. what it is“all about.;
gowns and the more intimate fixings, that are
g
things—particular a-suit- Of knitt T h es e r ar£ t good co urt day s—the fbr the building of the Memorial
ed angora, in old blue, with wide thin would keep ^qn^ipsidA .iianji School at Kennebunk. To which
lovely
in
fit
and
finish,
style
and
service
—
and
in
’
the
ENTERPRISE
would
add,
CHILDREN CONTRIBUTE
bands of brushed w&pLpj jhe(same
te.no tiwçiir1 the,court,
$1,000,000
all other effects most charming.
® »
v/S
color and material covered buttons rpom. If it is fair ne^t^qekÿjByqn! “Well done.”: The’check was given
tb Mrs. Carrie Emmons one of the
and a soft belt girdles it—and— the murder case
ppi draw.( Club Members.
' Washington, May 17.—American Good gracious ! Here’s Kenne- Wé "are‘so fearfûjïy .and ,wonder
w (Surely, that is the right spirit.
scliôôrcliîldréfi,through the junior WnkHF”"..........
fully madç. .;
None ofusliveallthe time iuKKenRed Cross, will contribute $1,000j- And therft be business men—
rieBunk alone—every place* in
000 this year to the relief of child .most generally those who, with
Maine, every town in the U. S. A.
victims of the war overseas,, it is pride, say, “I’ve been right here
ife our town? and it is such.meipoannounced atAmepcan Red Cross inth^old store for fifty years andrifes of that* fact as are indicated
headquarters.
I'pever had ah. ad‘in ary paper.
by Mr, Polakewich’s that make Us
know^piany.stores thinkjthey have
sure* that the‘ wofld iS'
*dfi^
The ideal graduation gif1? Water to do it just because someone élse
ward in the highway of society’s
man’s Fountain Pen sold by Fiske does. But not for me.”
better thought.
the druggist.
.
Adv.’ As a matter of fact, unless the

¿ Miss Garand’s
u .

Millinery Store

Children’s and Ladies’ Trim
med and Untrimmed Hats

Enterprise Ads. Pay

Enterprise

Watch 1his Pagß flj^t Week

!

SI.00 4 YEAR

i.::i:jFDi)(.±:r7irBmiiimriiínmriimiffmííTí-íffiTiffiiirrTn¡T...Tn-WTOrr-TTT——-------

MASSACHUSETTS STORES

MAINE STORES

Biddeford

Portland

Westbrook

Bangor

Biddeford’s

Ñéw Bedford

Maldéíf

Framingham

Progressive Store

For Men and Boys
We Want Ybuf Business
And all we ask is a fair field and no favor

, ■’ >< 3 «

.,««4

WE -•nbvbr“have"any* difficulty

in getting business—and we’re, ¡doing
the business-of. .our. lives «right now. But there’s one man we want to
sell; We want to sell a Suit bf Clothes' to- the manwehave never sold
a. suit to. First because iVs business, but chiefiy because it does not
seem that we ever were in such a position to spring so many welcome
surprises on a new customer as we are at this time. ■. > , .« .. .
And we will sell him if we ever see him
’
We will sell him on the quality of the fabrics—we will sell him in
workmanship—and we will finally sell him on value. , .
.

Greatest Showing of the Greatest Values in

Straw
Hats

We shall recommend First a i

Kuppenheimer

All the newest and most approved styles in tremendous ^^tm^t;and.wi4e;price range
You wouldn’t ask for »better stock to pick from
because here is everything that’s new and cor
rect ard popular—all the good old stand-bys that
men ask for Summer after summer, together
with every new idea that posseses any real merit ’
Whole Sennits, Split Sennits, Fancy Braids:—
also Tbyos and Panamas in the alpine apd tele
scope shapes

$2.50 to $7.50
according to quality.

THE STORE OF PROGRESS

AND SERVICE

XL

$30.oo-=$6o.oo
Copyright 1919
The House of Kuppenheimer

x for we know the name is synonymous with the best wearing fabrics,
the finest tailoring—iri' fact, the bast of everything tiiat goes to make
up particular tTolhes’fbr particular men.
Large variety of the latest style-ideas—attractive waist-seams in many
stylish variations; fashionable single'ahd''dbuhlC 'breasters, (correct
suits for business or professional men, and livelier designs for upand-coming young men.
„. . L
v1
‘ !1 ’
1

BENOIT-DUNN CO.
Masonic Block

Biddeford, Maine

: It has ever been the policy of our business to
live up to the ideal of . (1
;1
hi

m

l

il

The Greatest Service to the ‘
Greatest Number
-^and as far as the Boys’ end^of the business is
concerneci , we t arq. realizing, this ambition
through bur '.

Boys’ Department
that is unequaled in Maine,'and fbV thatmritter
Mew England. \
School Suits, Novelty Suits', Hats and Caps,
Shirts, Blouses, Undergarments, : Hosiery, etc.
Try a

“Kleenkut” Suit
OrTyour boy ,,R‘,¡

$8.50 to $ 18.00

THE STORE OF PROGRESS
AND SERVICE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENffEBÜffE, MAINE

LO NOTES

READ THE

OUR ACKNOWLEGEMENTS

The Scope ofi Evidence

By kindness of Mrs. Margaret
Deland, now with us “Down in
Maine,” we are able td get and give
Edward Lahar wijl-move into the ;space to the following:—’
------------IN-----------By J. D. Hallen
Arioch Penny house on York street. ' “The time following the cessa
Sunset soap dyes all colors. Fiske tion of hostilities in Europe is a
! the druggist on the corner.
Adv qritical- andi chaotic period/ It is
Foreword
¡Sion—this to lawyers, the most
j Herbert Ricker was oqt yester- a reconstruction period, when the
needed,—the substance through
. day for the first time since his seri- çolossal damage must be repaired
¡which the Divine Intellect comes Io.
Whether
of
not
an
extended
pre

Advertisements Will J>e printed ' ous accident.
rind npt only homes and factories face as reqùisité, in offering to the your aid when the truth seems to
. under this heading the first
, ,
Ernest Smith has purchased the be' rebuilt# but those disabled in lawyer-reader thé result of forty ¡be in doubt. ' '
week for 25 cents, three
Snowden farm intending to go into; battle, must bë refitted for indús¿ years of patient study of the laws ; Solomon ibn Gabirol, an Arabian
‘ weeks for 50 cents.
ririous nnd/ üsefül living. There of evidence-and the art of the most philosopher, wrote,,, under the
the hen /business.
! Mrs, Hattie O. Besse Of Portland are mány. thousands \ of soldiers tormenting subject in the active psedbnym of Avicebron, about the
has tíeeri'in town this week solicit who fought for the Allies and to practice of the law—an effective middle of the eleventh century, two
ing advertising on the Ogunquif day ai*e’>mainèd, blinded or other- cròss-examination, is: problimati- works on evidence—“Liber de
iV’ïsë/’iîiââpa'citated for the work cal ; but’,/Purely, the lay reader will Causis,”. or “The Book of Causes;”:
WANTED — Girl for general Bulletin.
' < ’
¡which they ' orice did. It is a treand “Fons Vita,” or “The Source of
housework. Apply to Mrs. D. M.
Business iS ’ pickmg. up at thè !mendbtís/ír necessity that thqy find something here at least to as Light,” which; are of’ immense
Small/ Maim Street, Kennebunk'. .Leatherboard. The firm have put should be equipped so that they sure him—that the man on the value to the lawyer and the stu
oh six or seven new hands this ¡will not bë public charges; andjneft street, the every-day man, has dent. Gabirol speaks of the ab
learned more of the cosmogony ofi
week.
'broken'inr rsplrit’ as well as in
surdity of the finite mind attempt
FOR SALE, 60 acre farm on the
Mrs. Ernest Tomlinson, who was :héalth/butthat they'will be chéer- evidence than the jji.rists;afe,usu-; ing to define evidence—“could it be
ally disposed to admit. '
Whitten road'Kennebunk. Smooth operated on Tuesday at the Trull
done,” says Gabirol, “it would
field, good orchard. Wood for Hospital, Biddeford is getting Ífúr,'uséful citizens, able to support
Thè author; then, offers these make hiiri a finite being.”
.ithehïsèlvësrarid their families*
home use, good water, good build along nicely.
lecture? io-^Uie. legal profession, i The author of.these lectures says
This has already Tfeen accomings. Price and terms reasonable.
The LibraryAssociati on meets at plished for many, but there are and the general reader, only as the ; same, thing noW—«and does not
Would consider any good auto as
Bowdoin, College, Brunswick; this very many more who need similar some ^additional light on the uni attempt to define the undefinable—
part payment.
week and our local librarian. Mrs. ; café and, training. It must be f e- form arid unalterable laws which thë manifestations of things.
/
Ira B. C. Hall,
God enacted when he said “Let
jcailed that the terrible drives of th'ére Be Lights when he inade : At the same time we can often
43 Cash St., So. Portland. Charles Bragdon will attendAry returned soldier, who is,; in the Spring and’Slimmer of 1918, as “the greater Luminary to rille the get a better idea of what a thing
J?own on night of Pythian Sister w.ell as’/the '¿¡losing stagës of thé day, and the lesser Luminary* to Jis by? careful observation of the
¡thing it’ is' not. So? a long: time
TO LET—For the Summer-• welcome and has not received an fw^ir when -such heroic endeavor rillè the night.”
¡ago. it was Written down in a letter
Seven room cottage furnished. 'In■ invitation is cordially invited to ‘was shown by the Allied armies,
We are only; attempting sugges- [from a wise man to his flock, “Now
quire of A. J. Rounds, Kennebunk■ attend.
icallëd/for à terrible price in killed
tions
from
personal
and
wide
ex
faith is the substance of things
port, Maine. ’
Adv-4t 4-30-19 ’. Owing to the heavy rain Satur and wounded. Thousands of those
perience; and there is no claim of
day the ball game which, was to iwhd fell in battle, but lived, need exhaustive tfeatmenti^këénef scent ¡hoped for> the evidence of things
pot seen.”. And that says clearly
have been pulled off at the play- help. Some of them have recover
TO LET—Tenement of fiye rooms1 ground was postpo.leci to Saturday, ed save for the loss of eyesight er or siiperior wisdom.
;whât ’ is: not evidence/ iand Paul
on Swan street furnished and suit of this week, the -24th.
These are lecture^ which riiet knew it for he was himself a law
limbs^others are now convalescent.
able for li^ht, housekeeping. Ap
Wë appeal W yori at this time to with a favorable iriiprëssion when yer. /¡Such logic, would pot coriThe minstrels are to be in town
ply for particulars at Enterprise
aid in refitting the disabled sol given in the class ;. and we ; have jvince the riourt, any court, then or
Friday
night
and
no
matter
what
added important examples, and now. that there was anything re
office.
Adv.
' ‘the ; weather is everybody-will be diers of France, Great Britain, persbnal touch, coming into our sembling evidence in such an as
! ithëre. The advance sale of seats Italy, Serbia, Roumania and Bel practice' sinê’e the original matter sembly of words.
There will
gium for honest and capable living.
WANTED—-Parties to know that; !has been very large.
was prepared^for use.
’never be any legal evidence of
These
xour
tries
need
all
possible
the Fairview Hotel will open for Ruth Drown, who has been train' First, and this .is addressed only “things not seen,” no matter what
regular and transient businessI ;ing at ,the .Trull Hospital, Bidde- good citizens. Neglected or left to. the lawyer in active practice, it the mystics may assert.
/ <
ip
idleness,
many
'
are
bound
to
business Thursday May 1st;’ For• ford/ has just received her uniLooking in the same Book, back
:may. ,be said as a certainty :, No
lapse.dntp,
uncertain,
if
not
danparticulars write to Miss Daisy M,; form and cap,' " This ,is;. extremely
ìb^yyèfpgreat or-smáll, is / fitted to in the writings of the: old man,
Littlefield, or telephone to 23-12! -gratifying to Miss Drown and her. gerous.ways. Trained and equipp- : examine ariÿ; evidericè, or cross- Jeremiah. 32-14, wè have an examedjfqp
honest
labor,
they
will
con

Wells, Maine.
3t pd; 4-30-19i many friends, as she completed her
^airiife. any witness—‘not ’ eve^ a nié of that Which is real evidence :
. course in much less time than Wa? tinue to/be good citizens.
epolie, in any case without days of “Take thèse deeds, this deed of
Pást
experience
and
results
hâve
; expected. .
the purchase-which is sealed, and
WANTED—Woman to help with1 , Last Thursday’ afternoon :,oc-. demonstrated conclusively that a [ drudgery—that is the surest aid this deed which is< ;.open; and nut
efficiency in this' as well as any
housework and take care of .chil-‘ curred the wedding of Myrtle Ks-; sightless soldier or a soldier who other
of the branches of the all- fhep in an earthern vessel; that
ren. No cooking, address,’ A. R.' telle, daughter of, Mrs. Ella Water has lost arms or legs may still be important
subject of the law. For thev mày ëpritinrie' .many days?’
Kennebunkport, Maine. Box 407. house and SergtV Fred L. Hall re trained to riseful, profitable occu t lawyers
are made—not bòrn. <
And there ;ÿbu have a bit of evipations.
Take
for
example
the
or Tel. 110.
cently discharged from the 103rd. blind men trained at St. Dunstan’s,
The real laws, óf evidence are the dence recorded of which you mav
F. A, Yankee Div. It was a hoirie
same yesterday, and today, and to gét /ân'ëxèmplicâtlon for perfect
wedding and the ceremopy was England, the mained men trained morrow—whether they aré the laws uséî'even in our courts of today.
FOR SALE
by
the
American
Committee
for
performed by Rev. B. H. Tilton the
It is adamic as well.
Story and half cottage of seven double ring service being used. Training in Suitable. Trades the óf God; the laws of rature'1 ór the
Therefore, we' say here, that
laws
of
men.
They
are
fixed,
it
is
Mainedr
Soldiers
of
France,
and
rooms for sale at a bargain inquire Thè bride worè a gown.of georgette
of Mrs. B. P. Emery, Lower Kenne and messaline and carried bride other similarly worthy organiza the act of a fool to dispute these which wg shall stress in the. fol?
tions. It is not an uncommon facts.,.,Men may change' their ipwiri^*lectures: Never go ipto
bunk. .
roses. She was attended by Miss sight to see, men with! both arms Wyiteen laws as often as they court not. . knowing all the legal,
Florence Hawkins. Thè grodm gone or With both eyes blinded act Change their shirt?—but the laws compilent, proper evidence of your
WANTED—Washings /and, iron was in uniform and Harold Water ually at wprk, and doing good work, of .eviàencë ;are beyond their tang case. Shun hearsay—even that
ings. Reasonable prices.' Tel; house/ a brother of the bride was the while they are self-sustaining. ling—these are irrevocable, Immu from your own client; get the wit- i
64-21.
.
.
3t.p. best man. Palms, cut flowers and Instead'of the despondent* hopeless table. Continued seeking will dis nesses of the facts to confer with
flags were used fori decorating the men they were at the time of sus cover. new hidden'trills., Abd. new vou;: then write down—after you
•parlor , where the couple were taining their, injuries, they are to floods of light will be shed upon havecross-examined them ai length
married. Mr; and Mrs. Hall/re day‘cheerful and industrious citi the mysteries of evidence—Light, iust what vou know they can testi
WANTED
ceived many handsome and expen zens.
ùrtil the day .pf i^rfec£[and com fy tn; and then, after reading the
^Anyone having for sale Antique sive gifts,
â- There is $ committee to establish plete knowledge shall eome and whole to the witness—each one
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
great farms, for disabled officers all the glorious Light ôf Wisdom âloneV lipge therti sign and swear to
Glocks, .Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
BUILDING NOTE
Where they Will hav-e the benefit of Shall be seen and known >to, the joy thé contents of, the. paper. Then
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
gpfd^ár/Míe and be engaged in con Óf all irien. Only iipproye the “sub vdu are ready to bring your fact?«
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
genial and profitable work. Other stance of the intellect,” because it together and focalize them.
anything in the Antique lipe. Any Excavation for the cellar of the! «callings being taught are saddlery, is the instrument of your profes,- i
Continued next week
one having articles to offer, call new home of V/ Gilman Fifcke, hatrness-jnaking, carpentry, stenog
which was started last Thursday, raphy, typewriting, basket-making,
or write.
'.
Won’t you send a contribution people thereof be manifested in
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE is progressing.very rapidly. 'We book-binding, iron work, car driv for these disabled men imth« coun organization, in meetings, resolu
are- soon to have another hew home ing, taild’ring, glass'blowing, carv,BUNK, MAINE
tries of our great'Allies? Yiou tions and in other forms of expres
in town.
ing,’ etc.
may designate it for one or all of sion, to the end that the Covenant,
ri/ w^ifttist' not- overlook, the fact then! .'arid all contributions,special may
ba ratified.
that
the
{
European
Governments
HOME EMPLOYMENT
• THE PYTHIAN SISTERS
ly designated will be used for the
Afternoon and evening sessions
hâve
pore
to
attend
to
than
they
desired /purpose without the de- will be held and all men and women
BRAIDING rugs for us is pleas
ant easy, well-paid work. For Will.banquet anddance with the can possibly do in working to re ductidn of one penny for expenses. interested’ in securing the ends for
adjust
the
chaotic
conditiófid
âgain
particulars Address Phelps & Pink “Boys” and their? frierids at the to r1 a - normal ■ ; ^tate.'( /They have Make all checks payable to James which-the war was fought are in
ham, Inc. 344 Anderson Street, Mousam Opera House on Monday more'to do thari can. bë done sooner A. Blair; Jr., Treasurer/ National vited to attend
Portland, Me.
Jan. 8th -19 14t evening/ May 26th. And a most than ip many years. Neither the Allied Relief Committee, Inc., 2
Reservation-of seats will be
cordial invitation is extended to
West 45th Street; NeW York .City. made for out of town guests.
Government
nor
the
,
men
themthe Khaki and the Blue.
It is to be noted:—the banquet seljves afeAasking for charity. It
EX-PRESIDENT TAFT AND
CHARMING PHOTOPLAY
will be served at 7. p. m., sharp. Is.-.lust'a plain duty that we owe our
OTHER SPEAKERS OF NA
This&is an invocation—one does Allies to stand by them now in re
TIONAL
REPUTATION
Marguerite Clark’s new photo
not have to wait so long for the fitting their citizens, just as we
play, “Three Men and a Girl,” is
“feed,” and one dances when he stood by them on the battle-fronts.
A State Convention.for consid to be shown at the Acme theatre
or she feels in the mood and may Cari we. dp less- than help/ these
go home at anytime—as all will men who made the biggest possible eration of thee League of 'Nations Wednesday and Thursday of next
HARD WOOD FOUR FOOT have dined. <
sacrifice for ris? ’ We know only Covenant will meet in the City Hall! week, is one of the best of her new
LENGTHS- PRICE $10.00 per cd. . It is hoped that this may be made from hearsay what they endured Dortlahd, Me., Friday, May 23,,at; repertoire. It iS a charming pic
ture based upon a famous Broad
y GREEN AND DRY PINE SLABS a, delightful meeting and,., dance andsuffered. We must thank |.3Q and 8.00 P. M.
FOUR FOOT LENGTH. PRICE both for the Boys arid their Girls. them that the world was made safe ^'The speakers will <be William way success and affords Miss Clark
$6.50 j?er cd.
Music will be just the fittest to be nnd decent. We must remember Howard Taff, Dr; Anna Howard a ^delightful role of -Which she
'that they have wives, children, Shaw, Herbert S. Houston, Dr. ■makes? the* most. The support is
\ ORDERS FOR IMMEDIATE found, that means the’Philharriion- mothers and other-dear' ones de Frank Crane., A. Lawrence Lowell, most : praiseworthy, the leading
DELIVERY, IN KENNEBUNK, ic Orchestra of Biddeford.
pendent upon them and that they Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, Capt. Thos. ; man being/Richard Barthelpess, a
KENNEBUNKPORT, AND CAPE
talented screen player? '
Ml riupfibe made self-supporting.! G. Chamberlain.
KNITTERS ATTENTION
PORPOISE.
The Cbhvention is called to hear
It is noyr. while, the needs. aret so
Children’s stocking and pufflers many and problems so colo’ssal i the Covenant explained and to con-! 'f Confectionery of the better kind
are needed. Plenty of yarn may that the helping hand of America sider and adopt plans whereby its including' Page and Shaw’s “The
be obtained at the home of Mrs. will be of such great value. A de essential importance for the wel Candy of Excellence”, Fish Green
George Bourne or at the store of lay .of weeks or months will make; fare of America and of mankind Seal, and Appollo Chocolate are
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.,
Mr. E. A. Bodge. Will you help in it;tpo iate to do much for good that i may be made known to the people sold by Fiske the druggist on the
Adv.
eotild be accomplished row.
of Maine, and the support of the corner.
R. F. D. NO. 1 or TELEPHONE 19 this needed work?
Kennebunk.

Classified Ads
THE ENTERPRISE

FOR SALE

P. H. BELYEA

Mrs. Mabel Huff

Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Osteopath
Kennebunk

Mason Block'

Evenings by appointment.
Telephone 49-3
^Office Hours.9-4

DR. W. T. COX
OSTEOPATH
113 Main St.,
Biddeford, Me.

Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Graduate under the
founder of the Science
Dr. A. T. Still,

Tel. Con.

Eat More Beans
ÏSWASEY BEAN Misi I
•NAME IS STAMPED ‘ON EVE.rV ONE
SwaseyBean Pots aréí/on sale.;
al^fitst-clas^stòrés^j ' / '

E. SWÂSEY & GO., Portland, Maine

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN
Jias Character-whether it be in Cream Soda, Ice
Cream or College Ices.

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN
Is serving the Original Grape Nut Ice Cream also
Vanilla, Chocolate, Coffee and Strawberry, all are
the Famous S< & H. Quality.

is prepared to do hair and
scalp treatment, facial
massage and mani
curing by ap
pointment.

aiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHimutiiim

Wanted—Real Estate
Farms,., Timber and Wood Lands, City, Town
and Seashore Property. I have, numerous calls for
all sorts of property. Bring yours in and let me dis
pose of it for you. Telephone 51.
ROY CLARK,
Ross Block,
Kennebunk, Me.

GardenSeeds
of All Kinds at

A. M. SEAVEY
Kennebunk, Maine

Water Street,

IIIIIIIIIÍIIUIIIII

Atlantic Shore Railway
- NOTICE!
On June 1, 1919, the passenger rates will be changed
from 7c to' 8c cash fare (except between Sanford and
Springvale, where there will be no change) and on tickets
from 55c for strip offline To 50c for strip of seven. Schol
ars’ ticket books will advance from $2.00 to $2.50.
Tickets of current or earlier issue, will not be accepted .
for passage after May 31st but will be redeemed at cost at ,
the offices at Town House, Kennebunkport, or at the agency
at Sanford. The reason for this is that the ticket rider \
under the new rates is paying more than the rider who *
bought his tickets before the change, and our attention is - ■
called to this as unfair discrimination, and the redemption ' is made according to the desire of the Public Utilities Com- * v
mission* This method was also followed by the federal ;
Railroad Administration when fares were advanced on'
road under Federal Control.
The reason for this advance in the passenger tariff is
due. to large increases in payroll soon to take effect. It/ .j
seems most desirable that patrons of the ATLANTIC'
SHORE RAILWAY be, informed of these'changes through ;;
the medium of the press, and this advertisment appears in
all the papers in the communities served by the Railway, in (•:
order that it be given as wide publicity as possible.
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WANTED
50 Ladies

40c Per Hour
Apply to

Turner Construction Co
Sanford, Maine

Eagle “Mikado’’ Pencil No. 174

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN
Means the Best Drinks and Creams; and ready
willing and skilled service with, understanding.

Fiske’s Drug Store
On The Corner

Packed One Dozeri in an attractive Box and Half Gross in a Carton
Hexagon Shape/ Highly Polished in Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip
an$J Red Ring, fitted with best Red Erasive Rubber.
The Eagle Mikado is the finest Quality of Pencil and contains a
specially prepared lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.
ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE DEGREES
No. 1 Soft No. 2^4 Medium Hard
No. 3 Hard
No. 2 Medium
No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers
For Sale at Your Dealers 5c. Each or 50c. per Dozen
EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY
703 EAST 13th STREET
'

' NEW YORK

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

WILDES DISTRICT

KENNEBUNKPORT
Rumage Sale for the Benefit of
the Public Library at Kennebunk
port, Saturday May 24th at Good
win’s Ice dream Parlor open at 9
a. m. Great Bargains.
The vessel recently launched at
the Warner shipyard is to be em
ployed in the sardine industry.
The motor having been tried out,
her owner took charge of her on
Monday and she was taken to Port
land. Hugh F. Baker and E. H.
Martin ran the machinery on the
trip, returning to Kennebunkport
the same night. Everything went
splendidly on the voyage. After
a few days she will be brought
back for the finishing touches.
On Monday evening the high
school team beat the men’s team
by a score of 17 to 7 ini a very well
played game.
The Cqntenial financial cam
paign of the local Methodist church
is in progress this week, Good re_
suits are being attained.
Mrs. E. W. Hanson, Librarian
of the local institution, is attending a school of instruction at East
Baldwin this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton H. Benson
will occuply the cottage opposite
the residence of Sherman Merrill
this summer, it having been exten
sively refitted. Mr. Benson has
accepted a position on the Merrill
farm.
'
Mrs. William Champney of Cam
bridge, Mass,, was the, guest of her
Cousin, Mrs. Kate Deshon, Sunday
and Monday. Mrs Champney was
on. her way to her summer home at
Richmond.
Francis Noble is at his seaside
home for the summer.

Mrs. Van Buren Wildes was a
Biddeford visitor Wednesday.
Mrs. Nellie Schmidt of Saco,
spent a few days at the Creek last
week.
Cápt. Robert Wildes, Edward
Roleau, jÇenineth Hutchins and
John Meuse have been spending a
few days at their homes here.
Miss M. Towne of Saco has been
the guest of her neice Miss Hen
rietta Schmidt this past week.
Mr. and Mrs. French of Norwood
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Abner Perry,
Mr. Hartley Wildes was the
guest of his parents here Sunday. .
Mrs. Edward Roleau was a Bid
deford visitor Monday.
Mrs. Robert Wildes is confined
to the house with tonsilitis.
Mr. A. C. Hanson of Portland
was the guest of friends here Sun
day.

The hotels are being put in readi
ness for the seasoii. The proprietors generally report very bright
prospects.
The Columbia will open on the
7th of June. Many improvements
of the interior have been made.
Rev. C. E. Owen, Secretary of the
Civic League of Maine, will speak
at a union service in the South
Congregation al church on Sunday
evening, the 25th. Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Fairfield
were at their summer residence
the first of the week. They will
arrive for the season about the
20th of June.
The adjourned annual meeting
of the stockholders of the Aruhdel
Cemetery'Association was held on
Monday evening in the office of
Charles 0. Huff. After reading
the call for the meeting by thé
Moderator, Frank Meserve, clerk;
Palmer A. Twambly, Treasurer; A.
M. Rollins, President. The follow
Mrs. Charles Merrill and son
ing Board of. Directors was elect
ed : E. L. Smith, Luman EL- Fletch Richard Are visiting Mrs. Merrill
er, A. M. Rpllins, Frank R. Hutch Parents at So. Paris Me.
ins, Palmer A. Twambly^ Frank
Mr. Derry Dow is moving his
Meserve and Joseph H. Benson. family to the Bowker^ place.
Frank R. Hutchins, was chosen
Mr. Benj Drown, whois ninety
Superintendent and Charles 0. two years old, fell breaking his
Clough Sexton. The report of the collar-bone. He is as comfortable
Treasurer was rendered and ac- as can be expected.
cepted. It was voted that a comMrs. Lorenze Tarbox celebrated
plete plan of the cemetery be pre here eighty-fourth birthday on
pared, and that the names of the Sunday May. 18.
present owners should appear on • .Mr. Fred Balch is very seriously
their lots and that the names of 411, at the home of his' sister, Mrs.
future purchasers shall appear as Wilbur Cluff.
the transactions are made. After
the. adjournment of the meeting of
ABOVE THE CLOUDS
the Association; the Board of Di
rectors met and organized.
Continued from Page On,e
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Mrs. Abbie P. Bryant of Bristol
has been visiting at the home of
her son, Galvin S. Bryant.
Mrs. Grace Smith Packard of
Roxbury, Mass., who will arrive at
her cotage here in June, called on
friends at the Cape one day last
week.
Samuel Perry and family who
have been living in Brockton,
Mass., have returned to their home
here;
The many friends of Mrs. Frank
G. Littlefield, so long a resident of
this place, were grieved to hear of
her death last week in Chelsea,
Mass., where the : family moved
about two years ago. • The-family,
consisting of the husband and two
sons, have the sympathy of the
comthunity.
William Jenniison who is em
ployed in . Keene, N. H., spent the
week end with his family here.
At the ice cream social held in
the vestry last Thursday evening
for the benefit of the church,
twelve dollars, free of expense,
were taken.

The Misses Louise Hutchins and
Elizabeth Nunan attended the Vo-,
cational Conference held in Saco
the past week. ,
Mrs. P. H. Perry has been visit
ing her daughter, Mrs. Everett
Towne of Dover, N. H.
Miss Thelma Hardy who has
been spending the winter with her
^.unt in Everett, Mass., spent the
week-end with her parents here.
rMiss Lillian Huff is spending a
vacation with friends in Mont
clair, N. J.
Mrs. Flavilla Hutchins who has
been employed in Massachusetts
during the winter, arrived this
week at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. George W. Nunan.
George Ward is confined to the
house by illness.
. Wesley Huff is so much improv
ed as to be out again.
Mrs. Sidney Thompson who for
some weeks has been caring for
her mother in Gloucester, Mass.,
has returned to her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks of Hayerhill, Mass., are visiting relatives
•here.

I WEST KENNEBUNK I

- Miss Kate Littlefield has had the
Jesse Junkins an operative in
bodies of her father and mother the twine mill had his weeks
and step-niece removed from the wages with a small amount of
home family lot at No. 10 to her money taken from his trousers poc
lot./in Pinè Grove Cemetery. Her ket last Saturday while at work. A
brothers Frank and John were in short time ago report says Miss
terred there at time ‘ of burial Bernier had her money stolen from
Miss Littlefield has also had a her. It happens in the time be
har dsome family monument placed tween paying off and the mill clos
seemed to smell the wind of defeat i ôn her lot. Hurd of Sanford did ing. Where is the theif ?
blowing down upon us from the I the work.
Mrs. Will S. Hatch was taken to
gloomy German hordes in France.
Last Thusday was our first for Trull Hospital Biddeford, last week
And we were, or thought we were,
anxious to get into the row. But, est fire of the season. It caught andunderwent a, very serious, op
it appeared from day to day, that around Benj. Lunt’s sawmill on eration last Tuesday. Saturday
we were here in this out-of-the-way what is known as the Gore between evening she reported as well as
corner of England for quite an Alfred and Sanford roads above could be expected.
Miss Evelyn Hatch is with her
Mrs. Emma Robinson of Bangor
Mr. Nelson Loonier of Manitoba other purpose than that of shooting No, Ï0. ; The crew saw it when it
and Dr. Hicks of Portland were is visiting his sister Mrs. William down Hun planes, or becoming started but owing to the high wind sister, Mrs. Samuel McIntyre in
guests of Mrs. E. A. Goodwin Sun Bonney. He has just returned aces. We were to be the eyes, of was, unable to control it. Mrs. J. Kittery while her mother is at
Junkins saw it from her Trull.
day.
from overseas where he went with the U. S, Navy—and she had thous William
ands of more eyes than Argus of residence, at five minutes; past
A. M. Seavy still continues his
Mr. Arthur W. Clark a former the 1st Expeditionary forces from aid. In our camp there were twelve and after watching it for
Kennebunk boy has arrived here Canada, Sept. 1914; was in fifteen around a thousand flyers—eyes a while thought it meant business .grocery route up this way with
from Boston to spend the summer. battles and came through without that, as you will see later in this so gave warning on the 63 line also gooff results. Walter Knight
1 He has rented a shop where he will a wound. He has a large collec tale, were constantly flying over notified men in West Kennebunk proves a very efficient driver.
tion of relics and souvenirs.
Earl Eaton is working in Port
do automobilfe repairing.
.land and sea, in ever widening who heldyproperty in that locality
Mr. Robert Brooks is at home circles—^seeking for anything and and let them do the fest. It burnt land fair the Twairie Motorcycle
Mr. Robert Nason’s cottage on
the Beach road was burned to the again after a visit with friends in everything that Iqoked like the across the Sanford line and into a Mart.
Mr. Byron Day and family of
ground Tuesday morning. The Hollis his, former home.
teeth of an adversary^—not so much piece of growth belonging to B. C.
cause was the exploding of an oil
Mr. W. P. Hewey has been spend to shoot him down as to locate the Jordan heirs. The Chemical truck Atlantic, Mass., are at their sum
stove.
ing a few days at his home here 'base of his activities and bring the of Kennebunk was there and did mer home, Willow Lane Farm for
good work. About 30 acres was the season.
Rev. Henry V. Coolbroth preach news back to camp.
Mrs. Rose M. Wells and Mrs.
.burnt
over’and a, large amount of
A
large
commission
this,
as
will
his
’
first
sermon
as
pastor
at
the
ed
Percy Godgins were, delegates from
Mr. Fred Stiles of Paris, Maine,
the A. C. Sunday School to the Con Adventist Church on Sunday. He appear; and full, of the dangers green top wood, with a good'many
vention held in Biddeford on Thurs and his family will move from Port and accidents of the whole game. logs that had not been hauled into was the week end guest Of Miss.
Bernice Nason. He made the trip
land on Wednesday of this week And we are just at its beginning. the mill.
day.
his new auto. Thursday even
Continued next week
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Todd have and will occupy the Wilson house
J. R. Taylor and Son of Alewive in
ing he drove a party of friends to
in the square. i
arrived at their summer home,
started on their meat route through Biddeford.
AleWive and West Kennebunk last
UNUSUAL LECTURE
Mr. Hartley Wildes of Boston z Mr. Roby Moulton of Rumford
Mrs. E, C. Webber and daughter
Saturday. If they continue it
was at home for the week end.
was a caller in Town, Saturday.
Continued from Page One
throughout the summer it will be a Neva, were Portland visitors
Thursday.
great, accommodation.
gave him a carte-blarche in the
Miss Helen Foster visited her
way of rules of conduct and disci Mr. Fred Thurston has greatly parents in Boston, Friday.
improved his house by tearing out
pline for prisoners there.
Harlan J. Waterhouse attended
The first real attempt—-a practi and rebuilding thé interior of the the dance at Kennebunkport Sat
cal and working plan for the im éll and adding a closed-in piazza. urday evening.
provement of the, condition of men
Saturday evening there will be
Bert Thurston was in town Sun
in jail and the same after they a Community Supper given at the
There were no school in town were discharged from jail—the Church and all are cordially invit day.
Fred Balch who has been sick
for a long time died at the home of Friday it being Arbor Day.
first real attempt to aid the con ed and it isdesired that all who
We are glad to learn we can pro
his sister, Mrs. Webber Cluff Tues There has been many changes vict and ex-convict was inaugurat are present at the supper will stop cure home made doughnuts in the
day aged about 60, years. He buying amd selling real estate the ed by Mr. Osborn within the walls to hear the address by Rev. J. H. community. It surely is a bless
leaves one brother, Harry Balch of
of a prison—the organization of Arters.’ Mr. Arters will also preach ing to the “wifeless” men.
Kennebunkport and one sister, Mrs past few weeks. Ernest L. Smith the “Mutual Welfare" League” at in the chiirdh Sunday morning.
of
Kennebunkport
has
bought
the
Mr. and Mrs. Defwin Joy speht
Wilbur Uluff also several neices
Auburn Frison. The men were
Last evening about 7 o’clock Sunday with friends.
and nephews. Mr. Balch was born Dubois Farm in Kennebunk. Les pledged to govern themselves and
ter Hutchins has bought the Ira discipline themselves. And thru Joshua Clark while after his cows
ahd has always lived in Kenne Deering
Glad to see we are to have a new
Farm. Roy Burgess who years they succeeded in doing the heard the buzzing of an engine bridge
bunkport, and was the son of John
or are they going to patch
has
been
in
the
employ
of
Wm.
Bart
and Sarah (Wormwood) Balch. He lett has sold his place to Mr. Bean things that the keepers could hot that kept coming nearer and near up the old one ?
leaves , besides relatives many
do. But, as we saw at Kennebunk, er and stepping out into an open
Mr. P. Eaton returned to work
friends. John Balch of Kenne and has gone to Sanford to work.
Mr. Osborn is the kind of a man lot he saw an airplane going this week after his long illness.
Derry Dow and family will live that will not stay in the scrap. And toward Portland. It was going
bunk and Mrs. Joy of Kennebunk
are children of his brother Daniel i on the Bowker farm with his fam his own friend, Mr. Charles Ratti- at a good speed and could be very . By the looks of things there are
who died a few years ago.
| ily. Lester Hutchins owns this gan is now the Superintendent of plainly seen. It was heard so dis going to be plenty of blueberries
farim
/ the State Prisons of the state of tinctly that some of the neighbors and wild strawberries.
Charles M. Hutchinson of North
New .York and The Mutual Welfare thought it was an auto driven into
The Ladies’ Aid are to give a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
W.
Hadlock
were
Kennebunkport has started his
League that was supposed to have their driveway to make a turn as free bean supper at the Church
guests
at
Rock
Haven
Farm
the
milk route for the summer season.
they
do
sometimes.
been
killed,
has
just
elected
new
Saturday evening.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Ross,
officèrs—-it was dormant so long
Alton'Benson will work for Sher Biddeford.
Sunday night there was a heavy
A song recital was given at the
that
all
the
old
one
had
been
dis

man Merrill this season. He has
frost that killed the ferns in .the Church here Wednesday evening of
The
young
people
of
North
Ken

charged
from
prison1
-and
the
re

rented the Benjamin Merrill House
this week by Mr. Harty -Box and
nebunkport will give a drama at gime of Thomas Mott Osborn is to open lots.
near by and moved there.
The same was most thor
No. 13 District Schoolhouse just be repeated under, we are sure, the
Last week;Mr. Fred Evans of wife.
Mrs. Annie Brooks and Mrs. across the line from North Kenne- very real encouragement, support, Lyman mdVed to his newly purchas oughly enjoyed. At the meeting
$228.00 was raised toward the
■ Olive Chiriru were Bidedford vis "bunkport, Friday evening. The and fostering of the man who plan
proceeds are for the purpose o,f ed, built and perfected the first ed residence on Storer Street Ken $344.00 Centenary fund which is
itors Friday.
the allotment of this church.
nebunk.- ’
I giving our returned Soldier Boys Mutual Welfare League.
Eugene Merrill of the 13th Cp. I an entertainment aj?d supper. Ifthis and more those who were
, C. À, Ç. was a visitor at his home, this proves a success it will be at All
Mousam Opéra House on
Friday for a short time. He is repeated in the n.eai’ future at the lastthe
Friday night, heard from the
still being treated at the' Marine Hall. The young people of this lips of Mr. Osborn in a way that
Hospital, Portland. His many community are live wires and have- makes these lines look like a
friends will be. glad to learn that talent. Among those taking part [ shadow in the bottom of a well.
Now is the Time to Order Your
he is looking and feeling-better.
are teachers, College boys with / ; Not large enough was the audi
much
musical
ability,
Some
of
the
ence whb were out to hear—the
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy their daugh
ter aird friend took^a. trip to Ken actors are well known and we hope auditorium should have been mark
they
will
be
well
patronized
and
ers. R, 0. But We who did attend
nebunkport, Wednesday evening in
their auto callipg on friends. give the boys a royal time. Now —who heard with much interest
where
is
Kennebunkport,
she
top
.and enlargement, feel that the la
Among them were Mr. and Mrs.
has many returned soldiers to be dies x>f the W. C. T;-U. are entitled
Booklets, Leaflets, Note Paper, En-7
D. W. Hadlock.
proud of who should be given a for their discernment to all the
Mrs. Maty Keefe has bought most royal, Welcome—Wake Up better thanks that in us is.
velopes, Circulars and Bill Heads
Kennebunkport.
Plough-Boy of L. Ö. Maling.
Let us hâve Mr. Osborn oncemare—let us pack the house. And
it surely will be our gain.

LOWER VILLAGE

Hotel Printing
'_____

>

Nathan Haskell Dole and family
have arrived at their home on
Israel’s Head for the summer.
We have the goods and can give
you the service'. Fiske the drug
gist, Kennebunk.
The Graduating Class of the W.
H. S, went to Biddeford Tuesday
to; have their class pictures taken.

The juty in the action of Lucius
!R. Williams vs. Frederick A. Swett,
Appl’t which wds tried in the su
preme cour at Alfred Friday,
brought in.a verdict afternoon for
the plaintiff in the sum of $128.58.

The following Memorial Sunday
and Memorial Day program will be
The Dramatic .Club of Maryland given by Abraham Lincoln Post,
Ridge will give a variety enter No. 29 of Wells,
MEMORIAL SUNDAY
tainment in Fireman’s Hall Wed
nesday evening of this week.
The Memorial Sermon will be
in the Town Hall, May
The Senior Class of W. H. S. will I preached
at 2 P. M. by J. G. Grace of
give a drama for the benefit of 25th,
Church, Ogunquit.
their class, on Saturday evening, theAllChristian
comrades, Spanish War and
and a good time is anticipated,, and World War Sdldiers, ladies of the
it is hoped a good crowd will attend Relief Corps and Associate Mem
to help the young folks along.
bers, and all . others interested in
Your -physicians prescriptions the observance of the day, are re
wjll be correctly compounded by quested to attend the Memorial
Services. ■
Fiske the druggist, Kennebunk.
Adv.
MEMORIAL DAY PROGRAM
Comrades of Abraham Lincoln
Dana Perkins, had a fine lot of
new furniture put into his bunga Post, No. 29, Soldiers of the Span
low on the “Heights” Wednesday, ish War and World War, Associate
Members of the-JPost, and all other
Mrs. James Cheeney of Mary orders interested will assemble at
land Ridge is very ill at this writ the B. & M. R. R. Station at 9.30
ing.
A. M. and upon arrival of W. E.
Mrs. Moulton went to South Ber Chanter’s Band of Portland parade
be formed by Gorñrade Horacé
wick, Wednesday morning to care will
for her daughter who has recently S. Mills, officer of the Day, assisted
by. Geo. H. Littlefield, Esq¿ ahd
returned from the hospital,
Joseph B. Clark, Esq., as Chief
Mrs. Ayer who has occupied the Marshall,, and march to the Town
Hooper house the past year, has Hall Square where halt. Will be
given up the same and will move made to receive flowers and
her business to the Rockland Hotel wreathes.
At 10,30 the parade will continue
formerly run by the “Chases.”
their line'of march to the Cemetery
Mrs. J. W. Gordon entertained Where the usual exercises will be
her brother and neice one day the carried out, and an address be
past week.
given at the Soldiers Monument by
Miss Lenora Frazier began her Rev. Wm. W. Lait of the Methodist
duties as cashier at Maxwell’s store Church of Ogunquit and Mary
land Ridge.
Tuesday of this week.
Parade Will then' form and re
Mrs. Joseph Clark has been ill turn to the Town Hall where din
for a few days the past week, but ner Will be served ií? G. A. R. Hall
her many friends hope to see her to the- Post, Soldiers, W. R. C., As
out soon.
sociate Members and the band and
others who take part in the exer
Leslie Qlark is teaching in North cises of-the day.
Berwick.
At 1.30 parade will form and
Mr. J. B. Clark recently purchas march to the Second Congregation
al Church and counter march to-the
ed a new cow.
Town Hall to listen, to an oration
Make our store, your store for by W. M. Tripp^ Esq., and other
all drug store wants and you will appropriate exercises os usual.
not be disappointed in the quality
Seats in the Hall will be reserved
of- goods or setyice you receive« for all soldiers, W. R. C.* and As
Fiske the druggist on the corner sociate Members .of the Post and
Kennebunk.
/
•
Adv others assisting in. the exercises
the day..
Mr. aiid Mrs. Clarence Fender- of Kendall
G. Murray, Commander,
son of Wells Branch recently Visit Horace Si Mills, S. V. C., Wm. R.
ed their daughter, Mrs. Joseph Anderson, J. V. C„ Downing Hatch
Parady.
Q. M.,
Mary A. Fenderson, President
When in Kennebunk make your
headquarters^ at Fiske’s drug store W. R. C., Mary L. Hubbard, Com.
on the corner a most convenient W. R. C.
The following áre the officers of
place to meet your friends and
await cars.
■ Adv. the Associate Members, William M.
Tripp. Pres., William J. Storer,
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Hutchins Vicé Pres, and See,|, Harley S.
entertained visitors Sunday and Moulton, Treas., George' H. Little
Monday of this week. ’
field, Marshall.

COME TO US
For your Spring and Summer Clothing. That New Suit— that New
Top Goat—that New Hat—all áre, here awaiting your selection at
prices that will please you as well as the style and fitting. We
have a well deserved reputation for valúes in every department.
. We can show you finely tailored fabrics in stylishly cut models in
Men’s Suits from
$18.50 co $40 00

Spring Top Coats for men and young men from'

$18.00 to $27.50

Soft and Stiff Hats in a great -variety of shades from
$2.50 to $5.00

^ Somewhere in this range of‘prices you are sure to find just the
hat to please you.
As stated before our Boys’ Spring Suits and Clotning are complete
in every particular.

Shop as much as yoú please; you’ll be the readier to buy when you
get to our store. We have the right goods at the right prices.
■

A. A. Bicnvcnuc
140 Main Street>

.

Biddeford, Maine

Raw Material
Is Still Advancing
But we have not advanced the price of pur

Bread, Pies and Pastry

Let us estimate on your Commercial Printing

OF ALL KINDS

ROY CLARK
Ross Block
Kennebunk, Me.
REALTY
Farms, Timber and Wood Lands, City, Town
and Seashore Property. Before Purchasing or Ex
changing please call and see what I have to offer.
Telephone 51.

Linotype Composition for the Trade

“Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”

Don ’t Overlook
that subscription. If you
are in arrears remember
that we can always find
good use for

the MONEY

ZTbe Enterprise IPress
46 Main Street,

Telephone 19

Kennebunk, Maine

4

Joy’s Bakery

